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Children who have been removed from their birth parent(s)' caref

to abuse, neglect, or other maltreatment are generally placed in
one of several out-of home placement arrangements. The birth parents
due

of

many

of these children

sr:hseguently have

their parental rights

terminated, and these children then become wards of the State. For

this thesis,

case records

of seventy children who are

wards

of the

State of Minnesota receiving ser:rices from the Hennepin County
Children and Family Senrices Department Adoption Program' were

for the purpose of gathering descriptive information about
this poputation. Tfiis study for:nd that nr:mher of placements, Iength
of time waiting for an adoptive resource, and nr:mbers of diagnoses,
reviewed

labels, and ser:rices were greater for the otder children in this
population. Tkre findings suggest a need for minimizing the number of
placement

transitions rshich children must maker ds well as a need for

targeted, specialized recmitment of potential adoptive parents.
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Chapter

I :

In every conrnunity, social
recruit

.and

INTRODUCTION TO Trm STUDY

r,rrorkers

in the child welfare field

r+or]<

to

place children in appropriate out-of-home placements. when

abuse; neglect, or other maltreatment necessitates the

child's

rernoval

from their birth family's care. Tipically, the social senrice plans for
these families detail specific steps r.ihich are to be tal<en in order for

the children to he reunited vith their birth families. While these

families are in the process of meeting or failing to meet - the case
ptans, the chlldren are generally placed in foster care with relatives,

if

deemed

appropriate and arrailable, or in other licensed foster care

placements.

Efforts are made for children to

foster care placements possible, although

have the

least number of

cirsr.rmstances fregr:ent1y

ocflrr r'itrich necessitate a change in the child's placement.

children's behaviors pose too great of a challenge for

Sometimes,

some

foster

parents to endure, whiIe, in other r:nfortunate cases, children are
for:nd

to be abused and/or neglected in their foster

homes, thus

necessitating the change in placement. For a rrariety of reasons, birth
parent(s) may 'worl< towards meeting the objectirres identified in the
case plan

for up to several years. ff the parent(s) are not complying

with the case plan or have abandoned their child(ren) in foster car€r
the Child Protection Social

Wor]<er

will often petit,ion the court to

terminate the parental rights of those parent(s) to their chlld(ren).
I'ihen termination

of parental rights occurs, the children's

cases are

usually assigned to the Adoption Program for gr:ardianship setrrj-ces,
the children are

now r+ards

of the State and in

need of permanency

as

I

planning serrrice=, ,t,, relatives and foster parents are not availahle or

appropriate adoptive, resources for the child, a plan will be made to

identify a new adoplive resource. Occassionallyr the identification of
potential adoptive resource can occur in a minimal amount of time,

a

although, most of the time, recruitment efforts of some degree are

reguir6d. In Hennepin County's Adoption Program, social r,'rorkers'
recruitment efforts often hegin with utilization of the Minnesota
Wait

Chrirdren's Book

a magazine-format, listing of children rnraiting

for adoptive families. Tlrpica1ly, a child's picture will be accompanied
by a one to two paragraph ovenriew of the child's placement historJr
special needs, and interests. l,Iost of these descriptions include mention
of medical and,/or psychological diagnoses which have heen given to the

child.

I4any

children have two or three diagnoses tisted, with Attention

Deficit Disorder

and Feta1 Alcohol Slmdrome being conqnonly mentioned

If the book is not effect,ive for recruitment, a waiting child
may he shoun on the "Thursday's C'hild" television segment or have their
diagnoses.

photo and description in the newspaper. Again, mention of the child's
diagnoses

is

comnon

in these recruitment efforts.

of the children who are being senriced by lhe Adoption Program
are in placement r+ithout siblings, while many are placed with any number
of siblings. T6e goal for permanency is usually adoption, trith siblings
Some

whenever

possible. Occasionally, vhen a child is being senriced by the

Adoption program, the agensy determines

that adoption is not the best

plan for the childr Eatherr long-term foster care in their current

or a transfer of legal guardianship to relatives may he more
suitable for the child. This is generally done with older children who
have egpressed their desire to live with certain caregivers in a
foster

home

3

non-adoptive arrang'ement,
damaged

or for those children who would be more

by a move out of their current tiving arrang'ement.
.;

Thris researcher's interest in conducting this study grew from this

researcher's erperiences worlcing in hoth the Foster Care Licensing
Adoption Programs
Department. Of

of

and

Hennepin CounLy Chrildren and Family Services

particular interest to this researcher, initially,

was an

exploration of how lahe1s and diagnoses impact out-of-home placement for
bhese

children. Before embarlcing upon such an ambitious project,

however, the researcher resolved

that it

was necessary t,o

gain

more

descriptive information ahout the children being senriced in the
Adoption Program. With so many factors influencing a

child's

out-of-home

r the researcher determined that data collection
many general areas, with an added, more significant focus

placement experiences

should address

on dgE, race, diagnosear drrd behavioral 1abe1s. Thris study
serr/e as a for:ndation, which has yeL

is

meant to

to be established for this specific

Adoption Program, and from which nnrch

further research could

horn. Wkrile the emphasis on the aforementioned variables of
diagnoses, and behavioral characteristics

is

meant

be

dge

, race,

to enlighten the

field. further examination of the multitude of potentiat correlations of
rrariables impacting out-of-home placement should be undertaken.

*

RESEARCII QUESIIO}.XS

Because

of the descriptive nature of this study, the specific

research

guestions to be addressed are numerous. First, what are the demographic

characteristics

Elg€r

sex, and race of this specific study

poputation? lnlhat are the current placement arrangements of this

4

population? What are the current permanency plans for these

childrsr?

living

How long

j,luy* these children been in out-of-home placement,

arrangements? How many

of the rrarious types of

out-of-home

placements shelter care, foster care, and preadoptive - have these
children been in, and

how many

these pumbers vary among
how long have these

resource

of these placements have disrupbed? Do

different racial

and age groups? On average,

children been available and waiting for an adoptive

to be identified?

Does

this vary by age and race? What clinical

medical, psychological, psychiatric

diagnoses are represented

among

this population? Does this uary when age and racial groups are
specifically

e:<amined? What

is the averag'e

these children have, and does this rary

nr:mber

among'

of

diagnoses which

specific age and racial

groups? I^lhat behavioral descriptors,/l-abels have been used

to describe

these children, and does this vary by age and race? Hov many labels

do

these ehildren haver oo average, and does this vary by age and
race? What

is the nr:rnber and type of ser-rices, to

needs, which

this

popuJ-ation

address

is currently receiving,

their special

and does

this vary

by age and race? What were the precipitating factors of any out-of-home
placement disruptions uhich these children experienced? According

to

the

children's social vorkers, how have the children's diagnosed conditions
and betravioral

labels impacted out-of-home placement

outcornes

specifically, finding an adoptive resource for the child?

r

These are the

guestions which witl be addressed in the forthcoming pages.

Again, this research witt focus on children crrrrently being senriced
by the Hennepin Cor:nty Ctrildren and Family Senrices Department Adoption
Prog,ram,

a nr-rmber which current,ly totals approximately 200 to

225

chlldren. Any significant conclusions which can be drar,m from this

5

will hopeful].y impact senrice delivery to these children, who
.,.
constitute just a minute proportion of the many children in out-of-home
-this
along with any
research

country. Thris research,

placement throughout

research focusing on children

in out-of-home placement, is critical for

those chitdren being senriced under this umbrella, as i,selI as those
worlc

far

in ,chiId placing agencies; hormever, the findings of

erctends

r,iho

such research

the area of chird placement. Schools, medical facilities,

day care centers, mental health centers, and law enforcement agencies

witl lilce1y

have a

significant involvement with children in

out-of-home

or in the process by which children initially enter
out-of-home placement. For this reason, for the children who are

placement,

currently in or will
workers

wfuo

wor]<

be in out-of-home placement. for the social

play a }<ey role in this process, and for the parents

bioloqical, foster,
social

some,Cay

and

adoptive the implications of this research for

practice wi11 hopefully he significant and beneficial-

In the forthcoming pages, this researcher will detail the steps taken to
complete this study as well as the findings which resulted from this
undertaking. Chapter T\ao is a review of the literature relevant to this
study, categorized by literature related to adoption disruption,
characteristics of out-of-home placement and special needs adoption
populationsr drid r:nderstanding special needs conunon to the children in

the study

sampl-e.

Chapter Three focuses on the methodology

of this study, specifically,

the research desigin, variahles, sample, and data collection- Chapter
Four focgses on the findings of this research study, categorized in four

sections of demographics, out-of-home placement, special needs,

gualitative findinqs.

Ctrapter Five

and

is a dissussion of these findings

and

6

their implications fo,r social

wor]<

practice. Ctrapter Six is a discussion

of the limitations of,,this study as identified by the researcher, and
Chapter Seven is a conclusion to the study, with recollEnendations for
further
Thre

research.

appendices include forlrteen tables which represent the

statistical form.
text.

Thre

findings in

bibliography is also included at t'he end of this

7

Chapter

Much

II

:

LITERATLIRE REVIEI4i

of the literature related to special

focused on studies

needs adoptions has

of disruption in adop[ion or characteristics of the

children adopted or families who adopt. There are also

numerous studies

related to adoption and children with special needs, which lends

significantly to the development of the research at hand. fhe
of research

aimed

at addressing the relationship

between

erristence

children's

diagnoses and rrarious out-of-home plaeement outeomes appears

to

be

minimal. In the forthcoming pages, the researcher will surmnarize several
studies and pieces of literature ruhich fa1I into three general

categories: disruption in adoption, characteristics of out,-of-home
placement populations and special needs adoptions, and special needs
comnxon among

children in out-of-home placement.

DISRUMION IIiI AMFTION

Festinger def ines adoption disrupt,ion

Ers

r

"TLre remcnral

of a child

from an adoptive placement before the adoption has heen legalized" (p.1,

1986). Festinger

mal<es

evolved over time

to

reference to several studies and

address new topics

hortr

they have

of interest in the field of

adoption, such as how adoption was impacted by the increase in
placements

of ctrildren r+ith significant special

needs

(i986). While the

.focus of adoption studies is typically on the disruptions of special
needs adoptions, Festinger emphasizes the need for research in the area

of characteristics of those children whose placement,s disrupt

(1986).

I
Boneh, f979, exar-nined
Idassachusetts Departmbnt

eight years of case records in the

of

Pr.rbtic WelfELE€r comparing disrupted

placements and final-ized adoptions

(in Festinger,

1986)

'

Boneh, 1979,

to distinguish the following factors as among those which were
positively related to adoption disnrption : the child's physical,

was able

.

emotional, or cognitive impairments; the child's older a9e; and greater
tength of times to find an adoptive resource and mal<e an adoptive
placement

(in Festinger, 1986). As in the

concludes

that,

when

Boneh

study, Festinger

studies do tal<e into account characteristics of the

children being adopted, the children's age and disability are
consistently correlated uith disrupLion

( 1986) .

Festinger uses longitudinal rnethods to study a cross-section of

children,

482 who r+ere placed alone and 415 who were placed as

part of

sibting groupsr drrd who have been identified by the Child Welfare
Information Senrice, Inc. (1986). Within one year after each of these
children were placed for adoption, approximately 8.2 percent of the
placements disrupted (Festin9er, 1986). With regards

characteristics of the children

whose placements

to

the

disrupted'

lrere insignificant, while age and special needs appeared to

so*}c

and race

be

significant (Festinger, 1986). For the children whose placements
disnrpted, 92.3 percent 'lrere considered as having one or more
impairments/disabilities, while 72.4 percent of the children whose
adoptions 'were finalized were considered to have one or more of these
problems (Festinger, 1986). Of the children with

identified

problerns,

over seventy-tkrree percent of those with disrupted placements were
considered

to

have moderate

forty percent of the

or severe problemsr ds compared to just

adopted ctrildren (Festinger, 1986).

I
A study by the

Lllinois

Department

of Ctrildren

and Family Services

also focused upon the characf,eristics of disrupted versus successful
adoptions (eourguig4on, 19Bg). One of the key variables of the study,

"special needs childrenr " was defined as children, ". . .With physical
handicaps, emotional problems, a
placements,

or a combination of

have euqperienced

such

rarying degrees of

their fr-rnctioning in a numher of
Disruption is definedr
placement

that

Ers

trauma and prior

history of earlier

conditiollsr" including those r+ho

abuse and neglect which has impacted

ways (gourguignon,

p. 3,

l9B9)

.

in the previous studyr ds an adoptive

ends before

it has been legally finalized

(eourguignon,

1989). The Illinois study consisted of a sample of thirty children,
bwenty

of

whom

were

part of "successful" adoptions

and ten

of

whom were

no longer in the adoptive placement, Ehus categorized as disrupted
placements (gourguignon, 1989). Findings indicated
abuse

that a history of

or neglect was an insignificant variable, while nrmber of previous

placements, an average

disruption group/

of 2.4 for the

seemed more

success group and 3.3

for

the

signiticant (eourguignon, 1989). Parentsr

interpretations of the children's hehaviors were measured using the

Louisville Behavior Checl<list, which

showed

that four scales

:

aggression, infantile aggression, antisocial behavior, and academic

disability nere higher among disnrption group as compared to the
success group (Bourguignon, 1989). AJ-though these parental perceptions

were sigrnificant, chitdren
were comparable

in both the disruption

and success groups

with regards to psychosocial characteristics

(Bourguignon, 1989).
The researcher

in the

aforementioned study concluded

that

the

insignificance of the child's history and psychological condition

was

10

inconsistent with prerlious research focused on disruptions, sugqesting

that, in this studyi,,the adoptive parents' ability to accept the child's
behaviors may have heen the determining factor in whether or r:.ot the
placement disrupted'(eourguignon, 1989)

that the adoptive parents'

response

,

Thris study indicates, then,

to the child's behavior

of a predictor of dismpt,ion than bhe child's behaviors

may be more

alone

(nourgrignon, 1989). The researcher also makes the recolrmendation that

practice of "matching" a child with an adoptive family by
presenting the child's histora,/needs in terms of "psychological lahels"
the

contrnon

with *rplaining the child's history'/needs with
model, in order to give the family a more realistic

should be replaced
developmental

pictr-:re of the chil-d ( eourguignon r P.

60

,

1989 )

a

-

Berry and Barth sunrmarize other researchers'

worJcs

before descrihing

findings in, "A Study of Disrupted Adoptive Placements
of Adolescents,' (1990). TFre focus of Berry and Barth's research was
twofold: first, to identify characteristics of individuals adopted as

their

methods and

adolescentsr dnd, second, to distinguish factors related to disruption

of

Ehose adoptions (1eUO1. A

total

sample

of ninety-nine children, dg€

tlrelve or older at the time of adopt,ive placement, lras used for this
studyr drld adoption workers were as}<ed to complete

demographic

information and data on these children's special needs (gerrT & Barth,
1990). An overall adopt,ion dismption rate for this sample was

calculated to be 24.2 percent (Berry & Barth, 1990). Sixty-seven percent

of the children in dismpted adoptions were identified as having special
needs, with medical issues, developnental disabilities, and
emotional,/behavioral problems malcing up a

(Eerry & Barth,

1990)

.

maj

ority of that, percentage

11

In

of

The

ron

Brodzinslqr and Schechte

numerous factors vhich, impact adoption.

r

discuss

In their chapter which

on disruption, the authors provide an e>ctensive sumnary

focuses

of factors

vrhrich

to have or not have a correlation to adoption disruption
in each of nine notewortrry studies in this area (1990). with regards to
the relationship between the child's sex and adoption disruption, seven

were determined

that there was no correlation, while two
studies cited male se>r status as being correrated to disruption ( in
Brodzinslqr & Schechter, 1990). With regards to race, six of the seven

of the nine studies

showed

studies l,ftich eramined this variable showed that there was no
correlation to disruption, while one study found that rninority race

status was correlated with adoption disruption (i.n Brodzinslqr

&

Schechter, 1gg0). In examining the variable of child's age at the time
of entry into foster care, the three studies in this area all found that

a correlation betl,ieen ol-der age at time of entry and adoption
disruption (in Brodzinstqr & Schechter, 1990). Four studies e<plored the

there

r+as

relationship hetween the

numher

of

placements a

child

had and adoption

disruption, and all four for:nd Ehat more placements 'were correlated with
disnrption (in Brodzinsky & Schechter, 1990). All nine of the studies

to determine the relationship between the child's age at the
of adoptive placernent and adoption disruption, and aII findings
indicated that oLder age ltas lin]<ed to disruption ( in Brodzinsl<y &

sought

Schechter, 1gg0).
between

sibling

results,

Thre

time

six studies which enamined the relationship

placement and adoption disrupt,ion produced mixed

r^rith three studies f inding a correlation between placement with

siblings and disruption, two studies indicating a correlation between
plaeement without siblings and disnrption, and one study finding no

Anngmmurg ffitlfifimgw ilfrhrmnY

L2

correlation with either. variable ( in Brodzinsky & Schechter,

" six studies
aimed to determine any correlations, and aII six found that more
problems (of the adopted child) were correlated with adoption dismption
. Final1y, under:,the category

1990)

(in Erodzinsky & Schechter,

"ntltnber

of

prohlems,

1990).

UBRA TERISf,ICS OF ffiT4F.HOt*{E

PTASEMEHI POPI]IATIONS

/ S:PMIAL NEffi

ADOE{rIOTilS

Rosenthal received sunrey responses frorn 799 families regarding

. fn analyzing the sunrey

their adoption of special

needs

results,

vith vision, hearing, or physical

adopted children

chitdren

were compared to adopted children
developmental
1991 )

disabilities,

. Although the study

( 1991 )

inpairments

nith learning disabilit,ies,

and behavioral problems (Rosenthal,

r+as aimed

at

comparing and contrasting adopted

children w-ith physical impairments and emotional,rbehavioral
disturbances, there is limited discussion of the children's needs in the

findings of this study. Ttre study focuses on descriptive statistics
related to these children, such as those placed with sibtings in the
physieally handicapped group nr.unbered 23 percenE,

compared

to forty-one

percent of the non-physically handicapFed group of adoptees (Rosenthal,
1991). fire percentages of children

r'rho

had erperienced previous adoption

dismptions was tvelve percent in hoth bhe physically handicapped
non-physically handicapped groups (Rosenthal,

Winuner and Richardson looked

and

199f ) -

specifically at the adoption of

children with development dlsabilities in their 1990 article published

13

in

Chi1d Welfare.

In tl1= article,

disabilities

developmental

were

.,,'
defined as chronic aibaUilities 'which could be attributed tor "...a

mental, physical, or s-evere emotional impairment or combinat'ion of these
that is manifested before' the age of twenty-tvo and is likely to
.1.

continue indef initely" (Wirmner & Richardson, P'

563

,

1990 )

'

TSts study resulted from an effort to recmit adoptive families

for deveropmentally disabled children through the virginia

Department of

Socialsenrices,withfundingviaagrantfromtheU.S.Departmentof
this
Hea1th and Human Serrices (Winmer & Richardson' 1990) ' A result of
'were
project was that forty-one children with deveropnent disabitities
adopted among

forty families r.iithin a thirty-one

(wirmner & Richardson, 1990)

month time period

.

After assessing this specific adoption project, winuner and
RiCrardson 1rere able to point out several factors vhich appeared to be
(1990)' Some of
obstacles to adopting develotrxnentally disabled children
these obstacles .were the great effort needed to recmit appropriate
adoptive families, Iac]< of fgnding, lacl< of support for adoptive

parents, and lack of adeguate training for staff (wirnnrer & Richardson,
fgg6). Thre researchers' recormnendations for increasing the pool of
adoptive resources for waiting, developmentally disahled children

include widespread corumrnity education, targ:eted recruitment,
adegrrate

training for families

and

(1990) '

A simitar project and study was developed by the ohio District rI
area of child welfare senrices, in cooperation r'rith the United SLates
Department,

of Health

and Human ser.rices,

with efforts

aimed

at pracing

ctrildren with handicaps in adoptive homes (u,s. Department of Hearth

&

14

Human

Ser-rices, 1980). T|ris tkrree year demonstration project not only

hetped determine vhere ser-rices needed

to be *rpanded for children liith

but also'resulted in the placement of f ifty-nine children
(U.S. Department of Health & Human Services. 1980). Ttre fifty-nine

special

nee,Cs,

I

children

who were placed ranged

in

age from

six

and a

fifteen years old, with nine being in the infant

half

months

to

age rang'e, fourteen

being preschool dg€, twenty-nine being grade school d9e, and seven being
teenage (U.S. Department of Health and Human Senric€Sr

1gg0). Fifty-three of the children were Caucasian, two were African

biracial, while thirty-six of those placed were
male and tlrrenty-three 'were female (U.S. Department of Health and Human
Ser:yices, 1990). Regarding the special needs of the children 'rsho rrere
American, and four were

placed. nine had physical handicaps, eight had developmental delays,
eighteen had emotional problems, nineteen had multiple handicaps,

and

the remaining five vere sibtings to special needs children and were of

minority race (U.S. Department of Health

fifty-nine children were placed after

5. Human

Senrices,

1989)

erctensive recruitment

.

The

efforts

were

targeted specifically towards finding adoptive families for these

particular children (U.S.

Department

of Health

& Human Senrices,

. Within the three year period, eight disruptions occurred in
non-finalized adoptive placements, rrhich was calculated to be a 13-5
1gg0 )

percent overall disnrption rate (U.S. Department of Health & Human
Ser:yices, f990). With regards to these disruptions, six of the eight

involved, ,'. . .h€Etlthy, normal, physically appealing children, " lrrhom,
while they had no outr,rard manifestation of a physicat or mental
impairment, all had siqnificant emotional needs drich the adoptive
parents were r-tnable to, or r:nskilled EIt, managing effectively
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(U.S. Department of Hea1th & Human Ser:vices, p. 35, 1990). In the other
two disruptionsr ds weI1, the adoptive families found themselves less
,.,

prepared

to

cope rrrith

:.

the children's special needs than they
i

originally thought, (U.S.

Department

In the mid-I970s, the Children's
erbensive study which

rtr-as

aimed

of Health

5. Human

had

Services, 1990).

Defense Fund ernbarl<ed rrpon an

at gaining a better understanding of the

data regarding chitdren in out-of-home placementr ds well as how public

responsibility, in the form of policies, legislation, etc. r
or faiting to
1978 )

meet these

riiras

meeting

children's needs (Children's Defense Fund,

. White much of their findings are

geared towards

this public

responsihifity component, demographic data gathered in their research
can serve as a comparison

to

some

of the findings being gathered in

my

research. The study sample was derived from 140 counties, within the

U.S., twenty-seven with populations over 300,000 and 113 with
populations under 300,000, in the United Sfates (Cnifaren's Defense
Fr:nd, 1978). Of the children who were
monitored hy

in out-of-home

placements being

child welfare agencies, forty-eight percent

thirty-two percent were blac]<, thirteen percent

were white,

were Spanish-spea)<ing,

one percent were Native American, and six percent were of other
racial,/ethnic heritage (Children's Defense F\rnd, 1978). Of the more than
twenty-seven thousand children

for

rrhom

inforrnation was available

regarding out-of-home placement, nine percent were in relative

four percent were in adoptive
homes, one percent, were

homes,

in shetter

homes,

sixty-three percent were in foster

homesr drrd twenty-three percent were

in other placement settings (Ctrildren's

Defense Fund, 1978). With

regards to length of time in out-of-home placement, nine percent had

l6
in out-of-home placement for less than three months, nineteen
percent for three month=i to one year, twenty percent for one to two

been

..'

l,

years, nineteen percent for two to four years, thirteen percent for four

to six years, and tventy percent for

six years (Children's

more than

Defense Fund, 19?8), Data regarding the number of moves each chilC has

had indicated

that forty-three percent had no moves, twenty-three

percent had one move, fifteen percent had two moves, nine percent had
ttrree moves, five percent had four moves, and four percent had five or
more moves

(Ctildren's Defense Fund, 1978). A signif icant finding in

this research

was

that,

due

to poorly }rept records and excessive social

wor]<er caseloads, inforrnation about rrdrryr many

children - their races,

Iength of time in out-of-home placement, current placement whereabouts,
and so on

-l,ias not even attainable, thus

determine the actual status

ma)<ing

it difficult, to

of children in out-of-home placement in this

country (Ctrifarenrs Defense Fund, 1978).

Although the focus

of Goldherg's

1989 study

of adoption

Has

transracially adopted children, the researcher drew from a plethora of
pre-existing research studies which lend to bhe r:nderstanding of
dynamics

in the field of adoption.

frameworlcs

Goldberg discusses the theoretical

of her research as being ttrr-eefoldf one of which, in

particular, is applicable to this research project.
this specific theoretical
worl<

many

of Brinich,

f 9B0

framewor]< as

; Kaye,

1982

;

Goldberg

refers to

the psychodynamic, drawn from the

Nemovicher, 1960; Schechter , 1964;

, Carlson, Sirmnons , and Worl< , L964; and Soroslqr, Baran, and
1976, and aimed at studying hurnan behavior, "from idiographic

Schechter

Parrnor,
and

idiopathic, rather than nomothetic perspeetives" in an attempt [o

t7

fiqht, on the relat,ionship between, "adoptive status
adoptee psychopathologry'i (Goldberg, p. 3, 1989 ) .
shed some

From

Clothier, 1943; Schechter,

and

Lg64i and Walsh and Lewis, 1969,

Gotdbergi concludes

that research focused on the psychodlmamic aspect of

adoption was done,

in part, to help understand

why adopted children

constitute such a significant proportion of those receiving clinical
senrices (1989). In order to gain some insight into the prevalence of
adoptees among the

clinical population, it is

necessary

to

determine

what the non-adoptee, chifd,/adolescent population averages with regards

to mental health

issues,/needs. According

to

Graham and

Rutter, 1985,

and

Weiner, 1982r drr estimated twenty percent of adolescents, "...Experience

clinically significant

develosxnenta1 disturbances

their ability to fr:nction" ( in Goldberg, p. 9,

that interfere with

1989)

.

Vandenberg,

Singer, and Pauls find that between four and ten percent of school-aged

children are affected by hgreractivity (in Goldberg. 1989). Kazdin,
1987,

similarly finds that, four t,o ten percent of children have conduct

disorders ( in eotdberg, 1989) . Finallyr

Ern

important study by Robins et

aI., 1984, is cited for assessing the occurrence of psychiatric
disorders
conmon

among'

a sampte of 9543 children, and finding that the

most

disorders in adolescence Trere alcohol abuse and dependence ( in

Gol-dberg, 1989). These previous studies are important

to cite, in that

they help create a picture of what the non-adoptee child,/adolescent
population looks li]<e for the purpose of comparison with an adoptee
childr/adolescent PoPulation'
Some

researchers have gone a step further and studied the adoptee

and non-adoptee groups

found

that,

among

for the very

the tr+elve to

purpose

of comparison. ZiI1,

sevenf,een year

old age groupr

1985,

bwenty

18

percent of adoptees h1d received mental health setlrices, as compared to
:,

only 8.5 percent, of th?,non-adoptees group (in Goldberg, 1989). B1ock,
'..rd Hetherington, Cox, and Cox, f 979, f or:nd
Bloc]<r drd Gj erde, 1986;

thatf

Ermong

children, males rrere

more affected by environmental

disnrpt,ions and conf licts' than were girls r drld that' this was freguently
manifeste$ in the boys in a variety of e:<ternalizing disorders (in
Goldherg, 1989), O: the other hand, Quay, 1987, noted siEnificantly

higher rates of arrest and conviction

among male

adolescents, while

females more freguently disptayed internalizing disorders, such as

(in Gotdberg, 1989). Other critical findings
among the research in the fierd of adoptlons include Schechter et al. ,
1964; and Tossieng, tg62; who estimated that the percentage of adoptees

depression and aruciety

among

those receiving psychiatric senrices ranges from a low estimate of

to a high estimate of twenty-three percent (in Goldberg,
lggg) . fn addition, Klein , L982i and Wilson, 1985; found that adopt'ees
constituted approximately nine percent of aI1 adolescents in psychiatric

two percent

hospitalizations ( in Cofdberg, 1989) . Fina1ly, Brodzinsl<y, 1984,
compared six to eleven-year-old adoptees with non-adopt'ees in the
age group and found

bhat, "I,Iale adoptive status

was

same

significantly

associated r,rith externalizing behaviors, lncluding hlperactivity,

aggression, uncorrurrunicative behavior, and delingr-r€rlcf r " wtrile, "AdopLive
female status was associated with depression, social withdrawal,

and

cruelty, in addition to hlperactivityf aggiression, and delinguency" ( in
Goldherg, p. !7, 1989).
IDEITTIIIIf}E SPECIAL

NEEDS CIJII{DON TO CHII,DREX{

IN

OT}T-OF'I{CF{E

PT.,ACEUE$TT
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Diane Malbin discusses

the importance of accurate and early

identification of Fetal Alcohol Slmdrome in children in a chapter of the
1993 hook, Fantastic Antone succeeds ! Hmeriences in educa tino children
with fetal alcohol

svnd rnma

_

edited by Kleinfeld and Wescott. Malbin

@ins her chapter with,describing the difficulties in parenting a child
with Fetal Alcohol Slmdrome,/Effect vithout the pro-per ident,ification and
diagnoses,

similar to the difficulties

maneuver about

in

one

city with the

one l'rould encounter

map of

in trying to

a different city

(1993). Malbin points out that the majority of people with Fetal Alcohol

Effect are not so ident,ified, but, rather, are cormnonly identified

as

having Attention Deficit Disorder, Attachment Disorder, learning

disabilities r

oE as being simply opposiLional

aforementloned diagnoses and labels are

or Lazy (1993).

certainly present

Thre

among the

children in out-of-home placement who are the focus of this study,
leading to the guestion of what is the prevalence of children with

FAE

heing misdiagnosed with another condition? l,Ialbin, agrain, stresses the

necessity in acsurate and early diagnosis, erptaining that,, children

with Fetal Alcohol Effect,

because they

typically look physically

normal, are at significant risl< for "psychosocial failurer" as people

generally chalk their differences up to willful behavior vhich needs to
be punished

(p. 269-270,

Streissg-uth

et al.

1993).

conducted follow-up assessments of

adolescents/yor:ng adults lrLro had been prevlously diagnosed as having

Fetal Alcohot Syndrome; this being the first lo:own
t1rye (1991)
need to

.

Thre

study of this

motivation to conduct this study came in part from

better understand the manifestations of this condition,

a

which

20
nor'r outnumbers Down's slmdrome

known cause
1991 )

.

TLre

and spina bif ida

to

become

the leading

of mental retardation in this country ( Streissgruth et al .

7

follow-up assessments were conducted when the individuals

'were twelve years

otd or older and consisted of an intellectual

€xdrnr an

academic exElm, physical measurements, photographs, medical records

review, and a social-behavioral profile completed in intenriews with the
primary caretaker ( Strei ssg"uth et al . ,

1991 ) .

fkre sixty-one individuals studied ranged

in

age from twelve

to forty

years o1d at the time of the follow-up; seventy percent T{ere diagnosed

with Feta1 Alcohol
Fetal Alcohol

Slmdrome,

Ef fect

(

while thirty percent l.rere diagnosed with

Streissg;uth et al . ,

1991 )

.

this study include that the facial abnormalities
diagnosed

with

FAS seemed

Sigrnif

icant f indings of

coiln:non

in children

to have faded gradually over time in this

older populat,ion, r.rhile eighty percent of the individuals stitl
exhihited some abnormalities of the philtrum, Iips, and/or teeth
(Streissgrrth et aI.7 1991). Ttre averag'e IQ score for the sample

sixty-eight, with a range from twenty to
aI.,

f 991)

was

105 being noted (Streissguth et

. With regards to educat,ional,/vocational status, six

percent

of the sample were in non-special educational classes without
supplemental assistance, trrenty-eight, percent were

in special

education

classes, fifteen percent attended neither lror]< nor school, and nine
percent wor]<ed in sheltered wor]<shop settings (Streissgiuth et aI.,
1991 )

. Daily living skills were found to be at a mean age level of

nine

years, wilh socialization sl<ills at a mean age leve1 of six years

(streissguth et Er1., 1991). Of particular significance to the research
study at hand, almost one-third of the sample were never raised by their

biological mothers, rather, they were adopted or
(

Streissguth et

a1 .

7

1991 ) .

abandoned

at birth

2.L

Tkris study concludes

vith

aclmorrrledgrnent

of its lirnitations

and

for future services to those diagnosed with FAS or FAE,
including the need for early diagnosis to help lessen some of the
secondary psychopathologies ,present in the sampLe (Streissg,uth et a1.,

recommendations

1ee1 ) .

Besharov incorporates information from various researchers

descriptive article,

in Foster Care" ( 1990) .

"Crac]< Ckrildren

into his

Besharov

calculates that an estimated one to two percent of a1I live births

result in bahies being born to crack-addicted mothers, which is
approximately 40,000 to 80,000 infants (1990). Besharov asserts that the
nr:mber of children in foster care has dramatically increased in the
geographic areas hardest

hit by crac]< us€ r

and then explores the

challenges that enist with placing these children in out-of-home care,

the overrepresentation of minority chiLdren in placementr drld the lacl<
of guality foster parents (1990). While this article does not focus

primarily on research findings, it

of the issue of

does

help one picture what the

scope

cracl<-erposed children loo]<s li)<e and how this problem

impacts the conumrnity, including the

child lrelfare

systern (Besharov,

19s0).

A betravior which

is less

corrTmon

than Fetal Alcohol Slmdrome or

prenatal D<posure to Cocaine, but that appears consistently

alnong the

descriptions of children in out-of-home placement is

firesetting. Firesett,ing, in this researcher's
most unmanageable

or

er<periencer

incomprehensible behaviors

is

one

of the

of a child, in the

perceptions of foster and adoptive parents. Saldteim et al. compared

a

?3

differentiating
children

het-we1n low and

who may demonstrate

high-risl< firesetters, explaining that

a firesetting hehavior but

r+ho

are not

impulsive, do not have impaired judgrnent, have relat'ionships vith
others, understand eorrsqquences, and do not have aggressive disorders or
schizophreniar d.r€ likely not a persistent/ severe firesetter and should

not be,regarded as such

(Sat<heim ef,

dl.,

1991) '

et al. is an important piece of research among those which
are relerrant to the characteristics of special needs children in
out-of-home placement, in that it identifies significant correlations to
Saldreim

substitute caregivers, towards

vhom

the child

may

project their feelings

In addition, important information is given
with regards to distinguishing between lou and high-risl< firesetters,
vhich is relevant to the issue of labelling children's behaviors ahout a biological parent.

COTffi;T]SIOI{S

Ttre aforementioned research studles and other

special needs

var-1r,

but are guite prevalent I

adoptee

children.

varling

degrees and tlpes

Ttre reviewed

literatr:re

articles indicate

ztmong

sholrs

of physical, mental,

groups

t'hat

of older

that children

have

and emotional needs,

whictr, along lrith histories of abuse,/neglect and m:ltiple placements

large sihling

groups

/

can complicate

and

finding or maintaining successful

adoptive placements.

descriptive literature pertaining to special needs which are
cormon among children in out-of*home placement is essential for
TLre

understanding the et,iology and manifestations

of these condltions at

rrarious stages in children's development. In addition. this literature
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can provide some explanation as

to what sl<ills

and lcnowledge are needed

by pot,ential adoptive parents if they are to successfully parent special
needs children.

In conclusion, the,t-itqrature which was reviewed in the areas of
special needs adoptions', adoption dismptions, and understanding
children's special

needs was extensive and

failed to specifically
at hand

comrnon

address one

significant

component,

of the research

diagnoses and behavioral labels alnong children in

out-of-home placement. Those rrariables
upcoming pages

informative, although it

of this

research.

wil1,

however, be explored

in the
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:

.

Chalrter

III :

METFIODOLOGY

i

Thris research,

will describe several characterist,ics of the

children in out-of-home placement

lrhom

are receiving senrices in t'he

Herrnepin Cor:nty Ctrildren and Family Serrices Departrnent Adoption

is primarily descriptive, as the extensive
data vhich is being gathered is that which, to the researcher's
lorowledge, has not been compiled within this part,icular Adoption

program. This research

program, and regarding

this specific population of children. fhe

of this research wtrich intends to focus on children's
diagnoses and behavioral labels is some'rfftat exploratory, in that the
ecisting research which the researcher located thus far has tal<en

component

children,s ,'special needs" into account, to the extent that children
are grouped inLo categories based upon the general conditions of
physical handicaps, mentat handicaps, and,/or emotional problems- None

of the existing research vhich the researcher has encountered thus
far has considered specifically the number of clinical diagnoses and
Iabels r+hich will be included in this research, however. l'luch of the
data which lras collected in this research is demographic r drld
descript,ive as related to variables of importance in a child's
out-of-home placement *rperie[c€r such as numbers of various
placements, Iength

of time in out-of-home placement,

and so on.

motiration of this study developed from the researcherrs
experiences working in both foster care and adoptions at a public,
Tlre

county-lever social senrices agency. rn addition to witnessing

many
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children being referred repeatedly for foster
;.

and thus being forced

hornes

trith no success,

to pass their days in shelter facilities, the

researcherwas consistently disappointed wiLh the manner in vhich

foster

homes

were'identified for children in need of placement.

A

foster care referral form is t1pically used to locate a potential
foster care resource, and this form relies heavily on a checklist of
behaviors/conditions which the child presents. Most often, then.

foster care licensing 'workers rm-rst rely on the information on this
form alone r*ren approaching foster parents with a potential
placement, These social wor]<ers are freguently unable

to

access more

detailed information about the child, and is forced to pass along
tahels or behavioral descriptors to potential foster parents.

,albeit in
less urgent timeline, particularly when attempting to recruit an
In the field of adoptions, similar practices

appropriaLe adoptive resource

may occur,

for a wait,ing child.

a

A

recmitment magazine-fortnat bool<, distributed to child placing
agencies and famities waiting

to adopt, tlpically includes a rraiting

child's picture with a brief description of the child, a description
fnich is often heaviJ-y loaded with lahels and diagnoses given to the
child over [ime.
adopt,ive family

Thris description

is

meant

to give a potential

a realistic picture of the chifd' although, from

personal experience, the researcher finds that it is a fine line

vhich separates the realistic from the predominately negative

description. Ttrus, the motiuat,ion for this research was a desire to
see more

specifically, the extremes

children's out-of-home placement
and diagnoses are

significant

subgroups, such as

and the averages

enperiences

among

racial heritage

r

Ets

with regards to

Well as what labe1s

this population,

and age groups.

and

among

1'7

IIAAIAELES ,,

,

Before proceeding with more
necessary

to identify

details of the methodolog"y, it is

and define the )<ey variables

to which the

wilt freguentty refer. For the pur-'pose of my research, dge
rrilt refer to the child's age at his,rher last birthday, while race
witt refer to the racial heritage with wtrich the child identifies,
researcher

including both races of a biracial child, if thi.s is how the child is

identified.

Oug-of-home placement

will refer to livinE

arrangements

into after removal from their hirth parent(s)
necessitaf,ed, and will include foster care, foster care trith

which children came

was

relatives, shelter foster carer preadoptive and finalized adoptive
homes. Foster care refers to agency-licensed homes r+hich are intended
to provide Lernporary care to children until they
birth parents or are

moved

can be reuniLed with

pellnanent home. Shelter

into another

foster care includes both shelter facilities and shelter homes, in
which children

wait for an interim foster

identified. preadoptive
for ttre

purTose

homes

refer to

to

be

ptacements which are intended

of adoption, but which are not yet legalized,

finalized adoptive
placement status

homes

and

are those which are legalized. Current

r,rilt refer to the child's current living

arrangement. a\day from

birth parents(s)

Adoption Program social worker assigned
pennanency

home

and being monitored by the

to the child's case- Current

plan refers to the current permanent living arrangement

which is the goal for the chi1d, and towards which the social senrice

is geared. Sibliogs, unless otheniise specified, wi1l, in
this research, refer to biological siblings or half-siblings of the

case plan
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children lfrro are part of the study samtrlle. Disruption refers to

an

initialty planned,

bY

out-of-home placement which
l,;

is

ended, before

I

the caregivers or.ag,ency, while adoption disruption is specifically
defined by Bourguignon as, "...an adoptive placement that terminates

prior to legal finatrization" (p. 5, f989).
In this study, labels will he defined as the characteristics

used

to describe children in the process of seeking appropriate
out-of-home placement resources. These lahels are freguently coined

by social workers whose responsibility it is to place these children,
and these labels can he transmitted
comm:nication

either through written or verbal

to colleagues, potential fosterr/adoptive parentsr dod

others, during the placement process.

Dcamples

of labels uhich

may be

given to a child inClude "ag,gressive, " "sexually activer " or

"firesetter.

"

For the purpose of this research, I will define diagnoses as those
terms used by physical,/mental health

or education professionals to

describe a child who is presenting with specific symptoms,

characteristics, behaviors, or conditions, Idea1ly, a professional
lrould make this diagnosis based upon learning from their education
and

practical experience, combined with the use of tools such as the

Diacrnostic and Stati stical Manual fII-Revised.

Some d iagnoses

which

are comnonly given to children in out-of-home placement include Fetal
Alcohol Syndromer Attention Deficit Disorder, and Reaetive Attachment
Disorder.

State ward children in out-of-home placement, in this study, will

refer specifically Lo those children who are ages birth to eighteen
years old and whose biological parents have had their parental rights

t
Z9

chirdren typically
terminated in a juve:ire court process. Tkrese
of abuse,
first entered the child rrerfare system when alregations
from the birth
neglect, of other maltreatment necessitated a removal
parentst care '

SA},IPT,E,

retrieve
In this research, data collection forms witt he used to
of the sarnple
information from the child welfare case records
ages birt'h to
population. Ttre sample population consists of children'
terminated' thus
eighteen, whose parents' parental rights have been
Minnesota' Thre sample
md<ing the children rrards of the state of
assigned to the
population will be children whose cases are currently
and Family senrices
Adoption program of Hennepin cor.rrrty crrirdren

for the purpose of receiving guardianship services.
and
children represent a range of raciallethnic backgror':nds

Department,

These

Because these children
socioeconomic classes and are male and female'

birth parents were
are receiving senrices from Herurepin cor:nty, their
the chirdrs remorrar from the
Herurepin county residents at the time of
can be living
birth parents, care. At the present timer the chirdren
relative
in rrarious out-of -home placement sit'uatiolls r including
adopt'ive homes'
foster carer non-relative foster carer pfeddoptive or
and can
shelter fosler care r of residential treatment centers '
potentially be living in any geographic location'
list of currently
For the purpose of selecting the study sample r a
in the Adoption Program of
opened cases (opened as of l4arch 10, 1994)

children and Family senrices Department was
.Ikris list was arranged alphahetically by social wor}ters,

Henrrepin cor:nty

obtained.

I
t
l$
i
{

I
!
I

i
1

:
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optional,

open-ended guestions

to be asl<ed of social

workers

:.

regarding each cas_e.represented in the study sample. TLtis researcher
*<amined

the records of those cases which were selected as part of

the study sample, completing a data collection form for
represented
were

in the

sample poputation. Each

part of the sample,

Hras

each case

social wor]<er,

r+hose cases

also given the option of providing the

information for the data collection to the researcher in a verbal

format, rather than having the researcher collect the needed daLa
through a review of the case record, Social workers and social work
supenrisors whose cases were revier+e,C were given consent forms ( see
Appendix) outlining the purpose

of the study

and 'what 'was being

as}<ed

of them. This consent form stated that approval from the Hennepin
County Chitdren and Family Senrices Department had heen obtained, in

order for the researcher to gather ttis data for my thesis
research.

TLre

consent form also e<plained

that the social worJcers'

partieipation in answering items fifteen and sixteen of the
collection form was optional.

Once

data

data collection began, each of the

eighteen social worJcers,/social work supervisors opted to provide the
needed information

for the study in a verbal format rather than have

the researcher independently review each case record, citing,

among

other reasons, that, it would probably be much easier and less timely

for

them

to do so than for the researcher to try to retrieve the

needed data independently. Each
worl< supenrisors

of the eighteen sociat workers/social

also signed the consent form and chose to

answer

items fifteen and sixteen of the data collection form. Had I

retrieved any of the needed data from case records independently, I
would have also arranged

for

fo11ow-up "intet.liews"

rrith the srcial

??

workers, in order to gather information, if drlYr which f was unable

to gather from thqirecord(s)

independently-

.

Tyris data

collection inst,rument

was designed by

the researcher and

to address the various research questions at hand. Each
item on the data coltection form was related to significant

was intended

or to the research questions, which 'were designed to
provide useful and accurate information to enlighten the social worl<
field about the population being studied children in out-of-home

demographic data

placement. Tkre specif

ic

diagnoses and labe1s used on the data

collection form 'were drawn from the Hennepin County Chrildren

and

Family Senrices Department foster care referral form, the Min+esota
Waitinq Children,s Book of children waiting for adoptive families,
and from input by

the researcher I s coworkers and colleagr.res. Thris is

not meant to be a mutually exclusive list of children's potential
diagnoses, as there can be hundreds;

rather, the list is

include most of the diagnoses,/conditions I'rkrich are
represented among Lhe children

in out-of-home

meant

to

corunonly

placement

population. In addit,ion to the list of diagnoses/conditions r'rhich I
compiled, an "other" category was included, in order for additional
diagnoses

or labeIs which a child may have heen given to

be

specified.

In the process of

anaLyzing the

data, it

rsas necessary

for this

researcher to figure percentages and averages based upon demographic
and other obtained information. These figures

will be presented in

the forthcoming chapter on findings, as well as in
and charts

presented

numerous tables

at the conclusion of this research. A1I findings

are

in an order consistent with the data collection form. In
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addition,
order to

some

shor.r

variables were grouped into bivariate analyses, in

, :.
potential relationships
j,;-

hetween those

variables. For

:

example, race and age groups Trere each analyzed
numbers and types

of

diSUnoses and behavioral

of rrarious out-of-home placements,
and

in relat,ion to

lahels,

average length

averagie numher

of time arrailable

waiting for an adoptive resource, and averag'e numher of senrices

with which the child is involved. For the purpose of these analyses,
race l,ias divided into al1 races which were represented among the

study sample, with all biracial ehitdren grouped into one category

referred to as "biracial." In addition.

ag'es trere brol<en doun

into

four groups: birth to four years old, five to nine years old, ten to
fourteen years o1d, and fifteen to eighteen years old.
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I
I

'(ImrTm

w : FrrilDrlGs

vere coded on a }<ey data
Findings were determined after responses
"

sheet'Totalnumbersofresponsesforeachitemonthedatacollection
percentages' statisticar averages vere
form ,.rere calculated, as verr as
the descriptive nature of this study'
carculated when applicabre. Dre to
item of data vhich was colrected on
findings wirr be exprained for each
findings of some variables were
the data collection form. In addit'ion'
in
and wirr be represented as such
analyzed in bivariate correrations,

this chaPter.
DEI,ffiAPTtrC FII{DIIiGS

TFre

totar

was
size for which data collection was obtained
with the Heru:epin
lrtro had open guardianship cases

sample

seventy chitdren,

of
Department Adopf,ion Prograrn as
county children and Family senrices
I,larch

10

,

1994

'

among the sampre *ras five months
The age range vhich w-as represented
years ord as the ordest child'
of age as the yor:ngest chird and sixteen
birthday. T'.e mode dg*r or most
tast
their
at
ages
chirdren,s
upon
based

freguently reported d9E,

lrlas

six years old' tfrrile the mean or average

ageHaS?.0gyears.TLretotalrepresentedagesofthissamplewere
r 0-4 years old' 5-9 years ord' ten to
categorized into four age groups
old (see Table 1'f)' Fifteen
fourteen years old, and 15-18 years

children,orZL'Apercentofthetotalsample'fellintothe0-4year
oI. 54'3 percent of the total
old age group; thirty-eight childrenr
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sample,

fell into the 5-9 year

o1d age group; sixteen childrenr

or

Z2-9

percent of the total sample feII into the f0-14 year old age groupr drld

',:
childr or L.4 percent of the total sample, fell into the
:

one

15-18 year

old age group (see Tab1e 1-1).
With regards to sex, thirty-nine children, 55.7 percent of the sample,
were reported as male;

uhile thirty-one children, 44.3 percent of the

samplef were reported as female (see Table 1-2).
There were seven possible responses

collection form;

hor.reverr r1o

for race listed on the data

children in this sampte were reported

as

being Asian American, Hispanic,/Latinof or "other. " Findings indicate

that lhirty-two children, 45.7 percent of Lhe sampler dre reported
African American; eight children, 11.4 percent of the sampler are
American Indian; twelve

as

children, 17.1 percent of the sample, are

reported as Biracial; and eighteen children, 25.7 percentr are reported
as Caucasian.

Among

the twelve children identified as Biracial, one is

identified as being of Asian

American and Caucasian

heritage, which is

1.4 percent of the total sample; eight are identified as being of

African American and Caucasian heritage, which is 11.4 percent of the

total sample; two are identitied as American Indian and Caucasian, which
is 2.9 percent of the total sample; and one child is identified as beinE
of African American and American Indian heritage, which is 1.4
of the totat

percent

sanrple ( see Tab1e 1 .3 ) .

CET-.OF-IIC[,{E PTACEMETT DAM,

Information gathered about children's out-of-home placement
e>rperiences were intended

placement erperiences

to be thorough with past / current r

or plans

Eaken

into

account,

-

and fut'ure
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current placement status data indicates t'hat twenty-five
children, 35.7 percent of t'he total sample, are presently in foster
Thre

care; one child, 1.4 percent of the total sample, is in long-term foster
carei one c}i}d, 1.4 percent of the lotal sample, is in shelter care; no

fifty
children are in legal custody arrangements; thirty-five children,
percent of the total sampler df€ in preadoptive placements; seven
children, ten percent of the sample, are in finalized adoptive
an
placements; and one chi}d, L.4 percent of the total sample' was in
,,other,, arrangement. firis last figure refers specificatly to a child who
has been reunited with her

birth mother, and is living wit'h her'

although parental rigftrts Tfere already terminated

'

(See Tahle 2 ' 1 )

In addition to data which vas gathered on current pracement, status '
in the
informat,ion rras also obtained as to vhether or not the children
and, if trith
sanrple .lfere presently placed with or without siblings,
siblings, the nrrnber of siblings was also obtained- Forty-two chirdren'
sixty percent of the total sample, Here in current placement with
sibtings. of these, twenty-seven chirdren, 38.6 percent of the tot'aL
with one sibting; fourteen children,
tt+o
twenty percent of the total sampre I lrere in current placement with
sibtings; one child, 1.4 percent of the totat sample, vas in current

sampre, were currentry

in

pracement

with three siblings; and no children \,fere in placement with
forty
more than three sibrings. rn addition, twenty-eight' children,
percent, of the total sanrple, were not in current placement with any
placement

biological siblings -

(

See Table 2'2)
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placements. T\ro children, 2.9 percent

of the total

sample. had been

in five shelter plaqements. One child , 1.4 percent of the total
sample, had been ih Six shelter placements, and one child, 1.4
percent, had been ,in seven shelter placements. No chitdren were
reported as having been in more than seven shelter foster care
placementsr. r.rhile data was r-rn}<nown

the tbtar

for two children, 2.g percent of

samgrle.

Ttre average nunrher

of she]t,er foster care placements vas

calculated for each age and racial group.

Thre

average number of

shelter foster care placements for the total sanrple is I .5. For
children ages 0 to 4, the average number of shelter placements is

, lrhile the average nunlcer of shelter placements for f ive to nine
year olds is 1.5. For the age group of ten to fourteen year olds. the
average nr:mber of shelter foster care placements is 2.1. The one
0.5

child in the fifteen to eighteen year old age group had six shelter
placanents. Among the racial groups represented in t'his sample, the
average nr:mber of shelter foster care placemenLs is f .3 for African
American

children, 2.3 for American Indian children, 1.3 for Biracial

childrenr dnd L.7 for

Caucasian children.

fire foster care placements experienced by the seventy children in
this sample were tallied on a range from zero to "more than
nine,'.

One

chiId, 1.4 percent of the total

sample, had no

foster care

placements; twenty-seven ckrildren, 38.6 percent, had one foster care
placement; twenty-one children,

thirty percent,

had two

foster care

children, L2.9 percent, had three foster care
placements; seven childrenr ten percentr had four foster care
placements; one child, 1.4 percent, had five foster care placements;

placements; nine
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t
T

I
I

i

foster care placements; no children

had six
two children , 2'9 percen:'
Iastly' two children' 2'9
and'
placements;
fos!,7r
eight
had seven or

and

four for the one chird in

findings for the four represented
group. (see Table 2.6) Based upon
of 2'O
American children had an average
African
the
groups,
racial
children had an average of
pracements, the American rndian

foster care

?.5,theBiracialchildrenhadanaverageof2.g,andtheCaucasian
care pracements. (see Tabre 2'7)
foster
z.?
of,
average
an
had
children
number of foster care placements
rn addition to data regarding the
of
was gathered as to the numher
which each chird had, inforrnation
if ailf r r+hich Lhe children in Ehe

disrupted f oster Care placements,
had
chirdren, 61 -4 percent of the sample'
sampre have had, Forty-three
care placements' sixteen chirdren'
not experienced any disrupted foster
f oster care
had experienced one disrupte'd
zz.g percent of the sampre,
foster
percent, had been in two disrupted
pracement. Five chirdren, 7 .l
5.7 percent, had been in three foster
care pracements. Four children ,
been in
one chil'd, 1.4 percent' had
disnrpted.
had
vhich
care ptacements
No chirdren in the sample were
four disnrpted foster care pracements.
four disnrpted foster care placements'
reported as having more than
care pracements uas
while data regarding disnrpted foster
one child

-

un]<nown

{
't

t

t

placements '
more than nine f oster care
percent of the total sarn'ple, had
of
pracements for the totat sample
care
foster
of
numher
Tkre average
pracements is
average number of foster care
The
2.3.
is
ctrirdren
seventy
r*ho are
years ordr 1-g for children
four
to
0
are
who
children
1.3 for
years
who are ten to fourteen
children
for
3.g
ord.
years
nine
five to
age
the fifteen to eight'een year old

ord,

t?

for
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Ttre average nrmber

of disnrpted foster care placements for 0 to

four year olds is zero, for five to nine year olds is 0'5, and for
;,."
ten to fourteen yqar olds is L.4, lrLrile the one child in the f ifteen
year old age group had three disrupted foster care placements. Amongl

the represenLed racial groups, the average

of dismpted foster

nrxnber

care placements is 0.5 for African American childrerlr 0.8 for
American Indian

children, 0.9 for Biracial children, and 0.6 for

Caucasian children.

Data gathered ahout the numher
erperienced by the children

of preadoptive placements

in this

sample indicates that,

tr,renty-three ctrildren, 32.9 percent

of the

sample, have been

in

zero

preadoptive placements. Forby-three children, 61.4 percent, have been

in

one preadoptive placement. Four

children, 5.7 percent, have heen

in two preadoptive placements, and no children in this
been

in three or more preadoptive

Thre averag:e nr:mber

sample have

placements.

of preadoptive placer:ents for 0 to four year

olds is a-1, for five to nine year olds is 0'7, and for ten to
fourtesr year olds is 0.8. the one child in the fifteen to eighteen
year old age group had one preadoptive placement.
represented
placements

racial groups, the
is 0.5 for African

averag:e nr:mber

Ameriean

of

Among

the

preadoptive

drildren, l.l for

Indian children, 0.8 for Biracial ctrildren, and 0.8 for

American

CaucESiEn

children.

Sixty children, 85.7 percent af the total sarple, have never
orperienced a disnrpted preadoptive placement. Ten children, I4.3

percent of the total sample, have experienced one c'iisntpted
preadoptive placement, and no children in this sample have
errperienced two

or

more preadoptive placements.
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Thre

of disrupted preadoptive

average number

placements among the

rrarious age groups rras zero for the 0 to for:r year olds,
f ive

to nine

I.
year 'iitds
.

,

O.4

for the ten to fourteen year

0-

1 for the

olds

'

and

zero for the one child represented in the fifteen to eighteen year

old age group.
nr.:mber

Among

the four reFresented racial groups, the

of disrupted 5:readoptive

American

placements r,ras 0.03

average

for the African

childrenf 0.3 for the American fndian children, 0'4 for the

Biracial children,
Length

and C,1

for the

Caucasian children.

of time children have heen available

waited for

an adoptive resource

and

r.,raiting or

to be identified nas calculated

first for the entire sanple and then based on age and race group
brea]<downs. Eleven children, 15.7 percent of the total sarple, had no
wait for an adoptive

for adoption.

resorJ.rce

after they

trtineteen ctrildren

,

wer€' considered a:railable

27.L percent, had

cr

have been

arrailahte and r+aiting for an adoptive resource for less than six
months. Fourteen children, twenty percent, had ar have been available
and

waiting for an adcptive resource to be identified for seven to

tnelve months. Nine ctrildren, L2.9 percer,t. had or have been
arrailable and lraiting for thirteen to twenty-four months.

chitdren, 12.9 percent, had or have been availahle

and

Nir.te

rmitinE for

twenty-five months to ttrree years. Six children, 8.6 percent. had or
have been arrailable and wait,ing

for

more than three years

but less

than four years. No ctrildren had or h.ave been arrailable for more than

four years but less than five years.
have been available and

raiting for

One

child, 1.4 percent,

more than

had or

five years but less

than si:< years. One child in the sampte. 1.4 percent, had cr have
been available ar.d waiting

for

more than

six

years.
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of time ii.hich the children in Lhis sample had or

The average 1ength

have heen arrailabte and waiting for an adoptive resource t,o be
:,,,
ident,if ied is L6 .2 months. fhris data was also analyzed based upon age
:

groups. For the 0 to 4 year old age group, the average length of time

vhich those fifteen children were avairable and r,raiting or waited
to: an adoptive resource to be identified was 7.7 months- For the

thirty-eight children lrho feII into the five to nine year old age
group, the averag'e tength of time was 12.9 months. This fig:re more
than dor:bled for the si:<teen children in the ten to for:rteen year old
with an averErge length of time being 28.3 months- The
figr:re also increased significantly for the fifteen to eighteen year
old age group, r+hich is represented by just one child in this sample,

age group,

whose averag'e length

of [ime is thirty-six

months.

with regards to the tength of time children of various races were
arrailable and ,lr'ailing - or waited for an adoptive resollrce. the
thirEy-two children who are identified as African American in this
sample vaited for an average of 16.4 months, just, slightly more than

the average for the Lotal sample. ffie average length of time for the

eight

American Indian

children in this sample was 17.5 months'

The

twelve children identified as Biracial waited the greatest length of

Eime

ZZ.S months.

sanple

r+aited or

Final1y, the eighteen Caucasian children in this

were

waiting for the shortest

averaqe length of

time 9.6 months.
Data was gathered on tr,senty-nine

clinical

diagnoses and an "other"

categoryr ds to what conditions were represented among thls
sample. T6e five most represented diagnoses among this sample

includes prenatal exposure to chemicals, with forty percent of t'he
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children having this condition. 37.1 percent of the sample are
diagnosed as having Hrrotional,/Behavioral Disturbance. DeveloSxnental
),:,

:

delays are conrtpn to

27

.7 percent of f,he study sample. Attention

Deficit Disorder rrith Hlrperactivity and Fetal Alcohol Effect are
represented among 24.3 percent of the sample. OnIy brain injurlr,

each

Antisocial personality Disorder, terminal medical conditiorlsr and
Tourette's Slmdrome 'were completely unrepresented among the seventy
children in this

samtrr1e.

Data regarding diagnoses vas analyzed, as rtre11, within each
age groups and

four represented racial groups. TLIe two

fregrrently reported diagnoses

among

of four

most

the 0 to 4 year old age group are

prenatal exposure to chemicals, represented

among

si:cty percent of

the "other" categorT, represented alnong forty percent
of this group. Among the five to nine year old age groupr prenatal
exposure to chemicals was again significantly represented, amongJ 36'8

this group,

and

percent of this group; lrtrile, Bnotional,/Beiravioral Disturhance l{as
represented among 34.2 percent

of this group.

Among

the ten to

fourteen year old age group, E'rnotional,/Behavioral Distr.rrbance is
represented among

fifty percent; wtrile

represented arnong 37.5 percent,

Depressive Disorders are

of this group.

Becan:se

only one child

is represented in the fifteen to eighteen year old age group, most
cormon diagnoses cannot be figure,C for this group. Tkris one chiId,
however,

is

diagnosed w-ith Depressive Disorder, developmental delayr

Fetal Alcohol Effect, mental retardation, and schizophrenia'

with regards to the for:r racial groups, the'most conunonly
represented diagnoses among the African American drildren in this
sanrpre are

prenatal H(posure to chemicals and Emotionat,/Behavioral

I

45Distr-:rbance, represented among 37..5 and 28.1 percent

of this

groupr

respectively. FetaL,Alcohol Effect and developmental delay are each
represented amonglseventy-five percent

of the

American Indian

children in this sample. With regards to the children in this

sample
I

rrkro

are identif ied as Biracial , "other " diagnoses

,

Enotionat,/Behavloral Disturbance, and prenatal exposure

are ehch represented

among

33.3 percent of this group.

to

chemicals

Among

the

children identified as Caucasian, Bnotional,/Behavioral Disturbance
and developmental delays are represented among fifty and 44.4 percent

of the sample, respectively
Ttre averag'e number

for the total

of

diagnoses which each

child has tl.as calculated

sarnpte, among the age and race groups. For the seventy

children in the sample, the average number of diagnoses per child is

3.4.

Among

the 0 to four year old age group, the average number of

diagnoses is 2.8 per

child.

Among

the five to nine year old

group, the average nr:nrher of diagnoses per chl1d is 3.4.

ten to fourteen year old age group, the
per child is 3.8.

TFre one

average nrmber

American

five

Caucasian

among

of

the

diagnoses

diaqrroses.

diagnoses represented among the African

children in this sample is

ctrildren is 6.1,

TLre

of

Among

child represented in the f ifteen to

eighteen year otd age group had
TLre

averag:e nr.rmber

age

2.3

,

among

the Arnerican Indiart

the Biracial ctrildren is 3.3, and among the

children is 4,2 diagnoses.

behavioral labels,/descriptors from the data collection form

provided for:rueen resFonses, in addition to an "other" category'

five

most coumonly represented behavioral descriptors among the

sample

are "hyperactive," which was indicated for 37.1 percent;

The

total
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,,aggressi.Ver,, which lras indicated

for 34.3 perCenti "noncompliant,

"

vhich vas indicated.lfor 28.6 percent; "sexual acting out, " indicated
:
for 24.3 percentt ''Ad "withdra'$ln, " indicated for 24'3 percent'

of behavioral Iabels'/descriptors ' based on the
total sample of seventy children, is 3.1. Among the various age
groups, the averag'e nr.:mber of behavioral labetsr/descriptors is 1 .9
The average nranber
,

for the 0 to four year old group, 3.0 for the five to nine year old
group, 4.4 for the ten t,o for:rteen year o1d group, and 6-0 for Lhe
in the fifteen to eighteen year old group, Among the four
represented race groups, the average nr.unher of behavioral
labels/descriptors is 2.4 for the African American childrenr 5.1 for

one C|hild

the American Indian children, 3.2 for the Biracial children, and 3-4

for the

Caucasian children

Data was collected regarding the tygles and nr:mbers

of

ser-rices

vftigr are heing received hy the seventy children in this study
sample. Senrices were categorized as "I"Iental Health Setlrices, "
"I'ledical Set.lices, " "SpeCial EdUCatiOnal Set:ricesr " and "Otherr " with
specifications as to what tlpe of senrices within each category rras
heing received. A child could be receiving serrices in more than one

categoryr or receiving more ttran one ty-pe cf senrice within a
category( ies) as well. Thirty-eight children, 54.3 percent of the

total sample, are receiving mental health senrices, consisting
specifically of individual

and family therapy, evaluations and

assessments, and psyctriatric hospitalizations. fiienty-seven children,

38.6 percentr

ErrE

receiving medical ser.rices for special needs, l'iith

medication monitoring, treatment
assessments being

for specific conditions/

the specific tlpes of serrices

and

I

I
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received. Thirty-four children, 48.6 percent, are receiving special
educational ser:ri.ces, specif icaIly, speech therapy ' occupational
therapy, early intenrention programflitg, various levels of special
:,..,

.,

educational programrni*q, and prograrrtning specific to behavioral
needs. Five children, 7.1 percent

of the total sampler dr€ receiving

other se::vices, specificalJ-y, personal care attendant senrices

and

specialized day care.
Thre

average nr-:mber

seventy children

of ser-rices being received for the total

is 1 .6.

Among

specif

ic

sarnple of

age groups, the averag'e number

of senrices being received is 0.9 for 0 to 4 year

olds ,

L

.7 for f ive to

nine year o1ds, 2.O for ten to fourteen year o1ds, and 4.0 for the

child in the fifteen to eighteen year

o1d age group. (tabte

the represented racial groups, the averag,e

number

3.3).

of services

one

Among

being

received is 1.4 for African American childrenf 2.9 for American Indian

children, 1.5 for Biracial children,
children.

and 1.6

for

Caucasian

(See Table 3.3),

Q(IAI,rIhTTIIE FIIIDIIiES

fwo optional, open-ended qr:estions were asl<ed of all social workers
regarding their cases which were represented in this study. My cases

lrere deleted from this portion of the data-gathering, as answering these
subjective guestions could bias the findings. fLrus, the size of the
sample
One

for wtrich this information

was gathered

is sixty-seven children.

of the open-ended guestions referred to what the social

identify about the precipitat,ing factors to
children have had.

Responses were

similar

worl<er could

any disruptions which the

enough

that they could

be
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into several categories. For the rnajority of the children,
percent, this guestio.r'r== not appticable, according !o the social
grouped

.,;

62,J

:

workers. For 19.4 percent of the sample, children's behaviors were

significant precipitating factor Lo disruption

and a

a

partial

precipitating factor in another 4.5 percent. fssues related specifically

to the foster,/adoptive parents

and incidences

were regarded as precipitating factors

of

abuse and,/or neglect

to disruption in nine percent

and

11.9 percent of casesf respectively.
The second open-ended guestion referred

to the social wor]<ersr

perception of any impact which each ckrild's labelsr/diagnoses had on

:rarious out-of-home placement outcomes, specifically, the identification

of an adoptive resource. For sixE,y percent of children, social vorkers
responded that labeIs,/diagnoses were not relevant to their out-of-home
placement outcomes. For nineLeen percent
were considered

of chirdren,

labers,/diagnoses

significant in combination with other factors, such

age and race. Lahels,/diagnoses 'were cited as having

in 13.4 percent of cases,

and minimal impact

significant

as

impact

in nine percent of

cases. Other factors which were cited by social workers as having the
most impact on out-of-home placement outcomes included racer dg€r
genet,ic historyT sQXl multiple placements, nrrmber

sibtings' behaviors.

Among

of siblings,

the cases in which diagnoses,/labets

and

were

cited as having significant or minimal impact, on out-of-home placement
outcomes, severar

specific conditions were cited as deterring the most

trrctent,ial resources

cited conditions

or complicating

placement the most,. Among those

and behaviors Here Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder,

schizophrenia, verbal abusivenessf stuttering, sexuat acting out,
depression, hyperactivity, and one child's number of diagnoses.
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Disc"ussions

of the findings of this researchr ds well as implications

of these f indings for-social
forthcoming chapters;

rqorl<

practice lritI be included in the
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Chapter

V:

DISCTJSSION AI{D IMPLICATIONS

DISCT]SSION OF DEI.ffiRAPIIIC FINDIIiTBS

Thre

most appropriate comparison

of

demographic data

with this

researct may he the 1978 study by the Children's Defense Fund, due to

the size of the sample and data which was gathered. With regards to
race, there are sigrnificant differences between the two studies. Nearly

half of

my study sample

is African

American,

with the 45.7 percent of

African American children in my study significantly enceeding the

thirty-two percent of African .American children in the CDF national
study ( lSZe; . Data gathered by the Minnesota Department of

Human

senrices in 1993 found that, of 554 children who were presentty wards of

the State, approxirnately twenty-one percent were African American.
African American children

of

Hennepin Cor:nty

seem

to be overrepresented in the popuLation

children rffro are wards of the State, in

vith other research

f indings

Tttus,

cornparison

- Children of Hispanic,/l,atino heritage

are

completely r:nrepresented in my study samplef compared with thirteen
percent in the Cl:ildren's Defense Fund study or the approximately eight

percent in the Minrresota DHS f indings.
percentages

of

Caucasian

Tkrese

studies had similar

children represented in their samples, with

forty-eight percent in the CDF sLudy and fifty-two percent in
Minnesota DHS study, compared

to only 25.7 percent in this

study, American fndian children lrere represented
the

CDF

the

among one

percent of

study sample and less than seven percent of the Miruresota

study sample. In this research, American Indian children made up

DHS

a

greater percentage - 11.4 percent of the study sample. Biracial children
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are not included in either the
group makes up a
The findings

that African

CDF

or Minnesota

sigrlificant percentage of

DHS

samplesr }r€t

my study sample.

:

of my study, with regards to race,
t

Amerj-can

this

seem

to indicate

children are overrepresented and Caucasian

children underrepresented in the population of children who are State

Fitg senriced by the Hennepin County Adoption Program, in
correlation to the general population, Ttrere are several imptications

wards

which may he derived from

this, including factors within the child

welfare system rtrhich may contribute to an excess of African
whose parents have had

children

American

their parental rights terminated.

Findings of this study liith regards to age indicate that over half

of the children in this

sample

fall into the five to nine year old

age

group; drile similar percentages of children are represented each in the
youngest category and the ten

to fourteen year otd cateEory. fn

bhis

study, only one child is represented in the fifteen to eighteen year old
category. Ttris data is inconsistent with the Mirrnesota
1993, which shoved the number

DHS

of children vho were State

findings for

r,mrds being

almost equal among the four age groups of 0 to five, six to eleven,
twelve to fourteen, and fifteen to eighteen. It should he noted that
much

of this discrepancy is tikely

due

to the DHS sample including a1I

State wards, while my research includes only a sample of State

ward

children with cases open in the Adoption Program. The teenage children
r.rho make

up approximately one-fourth of the

social senrice cases

open

to other

programs

DHS sample

within

li)<efy have

Herurepin Cor:nty, such

as the Permanensy,/Reunification programr which senrices include those to

State

r^rards

Tkre

with plans for long-term foster care.

findings of this study which are specific to sex are consistent
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with the

I'{innesota DI{S study,

in that, males are represented in slightly

)

higher percentages. ,than females in hoth studies. There are
' ;'
significant findings with regards to sex in this research.

no

.

DISCUSSION OF PLACM,IENT STATUS FI}TDINGS

Tkre

findings in the area of current placement status indicate that

half of the chrildren cr.rrrently being ser-riced by the Adoption Program
are presently in preadoptive placements, with another ten percent in
recently finalized adoptive placements, thus indicating that the
pennanency

goal is already in process or achieved for the

maj

ority of

the cl:ildren in this sample. Another sigrnificant percentage of children
are currently in foster homes, but may be at any stage in the process of
having permar.,-ency, from having their adoptability assessed to having

started visitation vith an identified adoptive resource. 0n1y one child

in the

sample remains

ternporary

of all

in shelter care, which is

meant

to be the most

placement arrangernents. These findlngs

positive in that the Adoption Program
it is intended to

accomplish

More c}rildren than

for

appears

to be accomplishing what

most children

not, in this

aref overalI,

-

peflInnency.

sampler are currently placed

uith

biological siblings, lffrich is positive. Holtever, there are probably many
other cftlldren in ctrrrent placement utro have been separated from

siblings during their

out-of-home placement eqperience and could be

reunited. Further researCr is needed specifically in this area to
determine when and vtry sihlings are separated

in

Ehe

child velfare

it, is possible to reunite them in permanency planning.
Ctrrent pennanenry plans also seern consistent with the intentions of

system, and when
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the Adoption Program, with most children having a plan of adoption. Four
children in this samqlg had plans for long-term foster care, r'frrich is
sigfnificant but doesl,nqt

seem

disproportionate. It is important to note

of fourteen, chitdren'nho are lrards of the State must
sign a consent form to be adopted. I,Iany children, at or after this d9€,
chose to not be adopted and to remain in current foster care

that, dt the

age

/ a perrnanency plan of long-term foster care is to
exgrected, particrrlarly among teenag'ers.

arrangernents, thus

The

flndings specific to

permanency

be

plans including placement with

biological sibtings is consistent with the aforementioned data

on

current placement liith siblings.
TFre

findings regarding

rvlren

children first entered out-of-home

placement and continuous out-of-home placernent should be

of

concern to

professionals in the child welfare field, More than eighty-five percent

of the children in this

sample

first entered

out-of-home placement more

than three years dgo, while more than eighty-two percent of the children

in continuous out-of-home placement for more than three
years. TFre only comparable study in this area is the Ckrildren's Defense
Fund study, r+hich for:nd that fifty-two percent of the 27,858 children in

have been

the sample had been in out-of-home placement for more Ehan two
years. IrlFrile there is a signif icant discrepancry between these two

findings, the Ltrildren's

Defense Fund research was conducted nearly

tlrenty years ago and included children at rrarious stages of out-of-home
placement, itrtrile

this study sample focuses so1ely on children vho are

State rrards. The findings of the surrent research indicates that,

children aref overaII, in out-of-home placement for a signlficant length

of time before

mosf,

are in permanent placements. Further research is
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needed

in this area as wel1, to determine how long chitdren were in

rrarious stages of out-of-home placement and being senriced by various
-

prograrns

within the 'child welfare

systern.

findings in 'the areas of shelter foster care, foster care, and
preadoptive placements indicates that the averag,e nr:nJrer of placements
Thre

,:.

increase as the children's ages increase. Findings, when analyzed

among

I

the four represented racial groups, are less consistent' One *rception
is thatr ds a group, the African American children in the sample
consistentty had the least average number of placements.
Indian childrenr ds a Eroup, had the greatest

numh,er

Tl're American

of shelter foster

care and preadoptive placements, and are second to Biracial children for
the greatest, number of foster care placernents. Number of placements can
raary

for several reasons, based

upon the

rrumbxer

returned to their birth parents t care and the

of

t,imes a

nr-rmber

chifd is

of disruptions, for

e:<ample.

Orrerall

different

r

bhe

children in this

sample have an average

placementsr when shelter

of

4-5

foster care, foster care.

and

preadoptive placements are combined. Ttris finding seerm to indicate
nee.d

the

in the child welfare

nr:mber

of

system

placements '*hich a

for increased efforts towards reducing
chifd must have. TFtis is certainly

easier said than doner ds circumstances arise lrtrich
the need for a change in placement.

in an attempt to

decrease a

a

child's

One

unexpect'edJ-y cause

effort vttich

numker

of

can be undertaken

ptacement changes

is

a

at reorriting foster parents to adopt foster children, if
and when the child(ren) become availahle for adoption. TLrese progralns

program aimed

are in existence around the cor:ntry and are being debated or proposed in
rnany other

areas, including Her:nepin County.
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The average nurnher

of disruptions which the children in thj.s sample

is 0.7. Like the total nr:mber of placements, the average
number of disruptionsr' foster care and preadc,ptive, increased as the age
of the children in t,he sample increased. Biracial childrenr orl average

experienced

erperienced slightty

11roqe

disrupted placements than American rndian

children; followed by Caucasian children whom, on averdge, had slightly
more disruptions than African American children. fn light of the averag'e
num.ber

of

placements which the children

averag'e nr:mber

in this

sample *<perienced, the

of disrupted placements, being much lower than the

placementsr does not seem disproportionate.

of time which children in the sample were
arailable and vaiting or had vaited for an adoptive resource to be
identified increased tr-unendously as the drildren got older. Between the
Thre

average length

0 to for:r year old age group and th.e te,n to fourteen year o1d age group,

the 1eggth of

Eime increased and more than

tripled.

Thre

average length

- or waited for an adoptive resource to
be identified rraried among the four racial groups which vere represented
in this sanrple. Biracial children, cn averager had the greatest time.
of time arrailable

and waiting

r+aiting an average of 22.5 months, while Caucasian chitdren, on averalJe,
waited the least arnount of time 9.6 rnonths, r+hich is less than half of

the length of time

r.rhich

Biracial chitdren waited.

that recruitment efforts, for special needs
adoption, should be increased to e:qpand the pool of potenEial adoptive
resources for minority and older children, and especially older,
These findings suggest

minority children. Specific prograrnsf targeted at recruiting families
for the groups of children vtro currently wait the longest for an
adoptive resource to be identified, is necessary to increase their
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likelihood of being adopted. Currently, within

Hennepin County, the

African American Adoption Project worl<s to recmit families for African
'.,

American

childrerlf and have focusedr

infants, sihling groups,

and rnales

rrlor€

specificallyr on placing

for adoption. Recmitment of adoptive

families for Biracial children may need to he more specifically
developed as r.rell.

DTSCT}SSION OF

The most

FINDII{ES REXATED TO CflIT,DREII'S S,PECIAL HEEE

siqnificant finding

among

the data gathered regarding

children's speciat needs is related to the most cofimnon diagnoses

which

these children have. From these findings, one can conclude that
sr.:bstance

use alcohol

and

other chemicals - has significantly,

adversely affected many children in this sample, with many having been

prenatally *rposed to chemicals or diagnosed with Fetal Alcoho1

Effect. Conditions which affect ctrildren's learning are also
significantly represented in this

sample,

with developmental delays and

emotional,/behavioral disturbances being quite corunon. Ttrese findings
have the most implications
lmowledge

of the special

}<nowledge informs

for social vork practice by increasing the

needs

of the children with whom we worl<.

Thris

professionals and helps gnride bheir worl<, and also

helps professional inform potentiaL adoptive families about the tme
needs

of the children available for adoption, Initial

and on-going

training of potential adoptive families should thus reflect the needs of
the children - what they are and

hor,r bhey can

best be rnanaged,/treated,

etcetera.
For this study sample, then, potential adopt,ive resources should be
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informed about how prenatal exposure.to alcohol and other ehemicals

affects a child,s

devetropnent and

physical and mental health, as well

:.

''
how these condition may'manifest themselves over various stages

as

in the

affected individual's'.life. In addition, the impact on learning which
the commonly represented diagnoses may have should be exPlored, as well
as a potential adoptive parents' need for information about the special
educaLicnal system and how to effectively advocate for a child withjn

this

system.

There Here not many

significant ccrrelations

between age groups and

diagnoses, with mosL of the cormnonly represented diagnoses exist'ing

across al1 four of the age groups. Attentior Deficit Disorder w"ith
Hy5:,eractivity r.ras a freqr:errt,Iy reported diagnoses and nas present almost
cc,mpletely among the

disorder, as well,

five to nine year old

14as

age group. Depressive

significantly represented

but was primarily present

among

among

the total

sample,

the ter: to fourteen year old age group-

With regards to correlatic,ns specifically betveen racial groups and
diagnoses, there were rrore rariatiolls

significantly

, Visual

represented, arnong the African American childre'n

Deficit Disorder r+ith Hyperactivity

was more

in this

groups

- Attention

significantly

representetd

sample and nearly nonexistent among Ehe cther

among

impairments were

racial

the American fndian and African American children, while

Depressive Disorder Has more
,qmerican Indian and

significantly represented amonq the

Biracial ckrildren in this

sarnple. Development'al

delays were much more ccnrnonly reported alnong the American Indian and
Caucasian children

six of eight

in tiris

sarup,le.

American Indian

Fetal Llcohol Effect

nras

reported for

children in the sampler d IIIUCh higher

freqr:ency than among any other

racial group. t-Iental retardation

and

s8

speech impairments were also much more

significantly represented

among

the Amerrican Indian children than any other racial
:

qrc,up.

Finally, Reactive

Attachme'nt Disorder was rrlore

represented among caucasian ckrildren than any cther

significantly

racial group'

of lhe previous research which I was able to obtain
specifically g]amined the prerrarence cf various diagr:.oses among children
in out-of-home placement, these findings are significant r.oreso Lo the
Because none

Adoption program from which the sample was drartn- Insight

into

the

specific special needs of these children, especially lrtren correlated
with age and racer can lend to the identificaLion of where rec:rritment
efforts are most needed. The more ]rrrovledge utrich is larown about the
are uaiting for adoptive resollrces ' the
greater the possibility that, the most, appropriate potent,ial adoptive

po;oulation c,f children

r,rho

resources can be recruited.

findings in the area of behavioral labels,/descriptors used to
describe children in efforbs to find potential placement resources are
significant as a whoIe, in that a significant proportion of the children
The

in this

sample have been given numerous

labels r:sed to describe these

ctri l.Cren,

lahels. fire average numher of
Ii]<e diagnoses, increases as the

ctrild.ren get older. In addition, the average number of
labels,/descriptors is greatest amcng the American rndian children in the
sempler Errd lorsest among the African American children
Thre

in the

sample.

imp,lications of the findings related to labels dEEr primarily,

that further research is

needed in

this area.

A more octensive,

exploratory study would be e*ctremely i:eneficial if it' provided
information about the effects of lahelling children vho are,

specificatly, in

out-of-home placement

.

These

findings could potentially
t,
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impact the way

in which children are descrihed for he purpose of finding

potentiat placement resources, and would hopefulty offer alternatives to

labelling children.

-

Findings related to the nr-nnber and tlpes of services being received

hy the children in this sample are consistent with the aforementioned

findinqs in the area of diagnoses and lahels. The older the children

get, on average, the greater the number of

diagnoses and labels they

r ds well as the greater the nrmrber of ser.rices being received for
those special needs. Similarly, the racial groups r+hich. on averdge. had

have

greater numhers of diagnoses and labels, are also receiving the greater
number

of senrices for those special needs. American Indian children,

on

average, are receiving the most, services, while African American

chitdren are receiving the least
Hopefully, these findings are appropriately belng interpreted

as

children with more special needs receiving more senrices to meet those
needs.

this should be regarded as a positive finding, that ser-rices

are

consistent with the needs of the children, and may indicate. that the
appropriate intenrentions are being identified for children.

amLIHrrvE

FINDIIGS

Tkre findings

related to precipitat,ing factors to disruption,

identifled by social workers, indicate that,

when

this is relermnt among

cases, children's behaviors are the most freguently cited precipitating

factor. It should be emphasized, however, that, the hehaviors themselves
are cited as related to disruption, not merely the presence of diagnoses

or labels. fn the majority of cases, social wor]<ers perceived that
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children's diagnoses,/labelIed behaviors \rere not relevant as impacting
:

on the children's various out-of-home placement outcomes. }'lhen relerrant,
diagnoses,/tabelled behaviors were more li}<ely
impact

to

have minimal impact or

in combination wittr ,other factors than to i:e considered a primary
'

factor of relevance.

Implications for social norl< practice are difficult to draw from
these findings as wel1, due to the need for further research to

distinguish between the impact of behaviors or condilions versus the
labels themselves. Information which r+as given by social

diagnroses and

workers as

to specific

diagnoses and behaviors which were specific

deterrents or comptications to placements were so varied that

no

conclusions can be drawn from that data.

SUtltGEIf OF Fn{DIIireS

Thre

findings of this research indicate thal, with regards to

demographic

variables, Africin American children

seem

to

be

disproportionately more represented based upon the general population,

while Caucasian children

seem

to be disproportionately

in the sample. With regards to current placement
most children are

in the process of having

arrangements, which
Program.

flle

underrepresented

and permanenry plans'

permanency

in their living

is consistent with the goal of the Adopt'ion

averaqe nr-rmber

of

placements

of various types

seems

to

indicate an excessive number of placement transitions for children,
which needs to he addressed
changes. Thre f indings show
placement

for

in an attempt to alleviate these multiple

that

most children have been

more than three years,

in

out-of-home

vhich should be addressed and could
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Chapter 1II

:

LIIITATIONS

LII'fITBIIONS IN TIIE SAI.IPT,E

significant timitation to be noted with regards to the
sample was the sma1l representation, only one child, in the fifteen to
The most

eighteen year old age group.

Thre

reason

for categorizing the age

groups as they 'were was because the categories included a similar

of represented ages. In addition, because at or after the age
of fourteen, chirdren must provide consent to be adopted, a different
dynamic is present in the older age group of fifteen to eighteen year

nqmber

olds.

A larger sample size

may have decreased

the lilcelihood of

such

underrepresentation in one age category as we1l. Based upon this

r I would encourag'e futr:re researchers to include
half or all of the cases in their sampte, if the purpose of the study
research experierrce

was

to provide descriptive information.

LIHITAfIOT{S IN DATA COLLE(XION

Based upon my

refleetions of this completed research, I consider the

data collection form to have had a few timitations, which I r'rould
change

if I

and seven

were

to

con,Cuct

the study over again. First, for items six

of the data collection form, I

would have added more

response categories, continuing from "more than three years ago." By

extending these categories,

I

would have had a

better sense of the

actual length of time chitdren had been in out-of-home and continuous
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out-of-home placement,, as the results obtained

for these items have

almost all of the sample falling into bhe "more than three years a![o"

category. A more accurate conclusion could have been drawn from these
items, had the categories been extended, due to the possibifity that a
significant m:mber of 'children could have had responses of four, five,

six years or

more.

In addition, I could foresee the benefit of

adding more items

to the

data collection form, such as the child's religion and the type of

birth family system (single parent, two parent married or
etc. ) from which the child rsas initially

unmarried,

removed.

Fina11y, I would have liked to have been able to distinguish more

clearly

between

diagnoses and

children's behaviors and conditions and their

labels, in order to better determine the potential

effects of labelling and diagnosing children in out-of
placements. As previously mentioned, however,

this

-home

would be a

beneficial research study to be conducted in the future.
LI}'IIIAfIOIIS IN

DATA AIIBLY'ISIS

fhe significant limitation of

my research

rifiich falls into this area

refers to the correlation of rrariahles, which

was done

in several

instances, but would have been beneficial to expand, had time not been
such a

constraint. I would have been interested in doing some

multivariate analysis of dg€, racer dfrd sex with
diagnoses,/tabelled behavior,
would provide

for

examlrle. Again,

for an interesting future

study.

placement, data and

I foresee that this
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trrapter IIltI :

CONCLUSIONS AI\iD REC0MMENDATIONS

ftris study was aj-nred at gathering descriptive information on a
of seventy

sample

"fritar*n

who

currently have cases open in the

Hennepin Cor:nty Ctrildren and Family Services Department Adoption

Program. Tkre sample size
sampling was used

of seventy 'was obtained after

to select every third

printout of the prog'ram' s

219

total

systematie

case number on a computer

open quardianship cases,

All of

the children in the sample are wards of the State of Miruresota,

vhose

parents have had their parental rights terminated. Authorization to
conduct

this research vas ohtained from the necessary authorities

within the Herurepin County Ctrildren and Family Services Department,

well as from the Augsburg College Institutional

as

Review Board.

A seventeen item data collection form was designe,C

to gather the

desired information. All of the social worlcers whose cases were

represented in this study agreed to participate ful1y in the study
and opted

to provide the information to

me

in a verbal format, rather

than having rne independently review the case records.
Ttre

findings of this study indicate that most children in the

are at

some

sample

point in the process of having a permanent placement,

with their biological siblings.

Ttre over-rhelming

many

majority of the

children in this sample have been in out-of-home placement for

more

than three years. have had an average of 4.5 placements (shelter

foster care, foster care, and preadoptive), and have had an average of
0.7 disrupted placements (foster care and preadoptive). TLre averag:e
length of time which children in this sample were available

and

waiting or had waited for an adoptive resource to b identified

was
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By orpanding professional lcnowledge

families.

, :.
needsr d. rnor€ realistll,portrayal of
resources can be given,

efforts

to potential

can be targeted more

Ehe

of children's special

chitdren waiting for adoptive

adopt,ive

families, and recruitment

directly at widening the pool of

potential adoptive families which are availahle for the specific
children yho uait.

'

My recoflmendations

for utilization of these findings are directed at

three areas of social worl< : practice, training, and research.

specific

recorrurlendations

for

each

My

of these areas is detailed below.

PRA(f,ICE

My

first

recomrnendation

for use of these findings in social

work

practice includes presenting the results to the social workers in the
Hennepin County Chitdren and Family Senrices Adoption Programr so

these wor]<ers can comnunicate

that

realistic descriptions of the children

wait,ing to be adopted to famities who are interested in pursuing
adoption of special needs children. In addition, the findings of this
research can most ti)<ely be ut,ilized

in the area of recruitment of

potential adoptive families. With an understanding of the specific,
detailed characteristics and needs of the population of children
r+aiting to be adopted, potential adoptive families who are interested

in actual waiting children

and are able

to

meet the

children's

needs,

should be actively recruited and adequately trained towards parenting

special needs children.
Three of the most

significant findings of this study may have heen

the great length of time which children spend in out-of-home
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placement, the

total

nrrnber

of

placements which chitdren experience,

and the disproportionate number of

minority race children in this

.

sarnple as compared to',Ehe general population. Social vorkersr ds well
..

as agency administrato5s, must t,a]<e steps towards reducing hoth the

length of time which children spend in out-of-home placement, as well
as the nr:mber of placements rrhich children have. Perhaps devoting

effort into

malcing appropriate "matches"

more

with initial placements, by

focusing on children's needs and suhstitute caregivers' needs and

slcitts, will help reduce the

nr:rnber

In addition, social workers

of

moves

a child must

make.

and social worl< agencies must strengthen

efforts to reunite children with their birth families, and,

when a

determination is made that this is not in the children's best

interest, terminate parental rights in a tirnely
children are freed for adoption - and

manner so

that the

permanency.

With regards to the overrepresentation of rninority race children in

this

sampler rry recommendation

systems address

is that [he legal

and

this issue collaboratively and take steps to identify

the roots of this prohlemr

Ers

well as how it

can be alleviated.

fire findings of this research should also affect

utilize and interpret labels
children.

child welfare

Because

potentially have

how

practitioners

and diagnoses which are given to

of the significant impact which labels/diagnoses can

upon children, social worlc practitioners should

educate themselves adequately, so
challenged as needed.

that these tabels/diagnoses

In addition, social

worl<

practitioners

can

loe

and

to challenge the "deficit approactr" which
the labeIling of clients, specifically, children, in

agencies should be empowered

has encouraged

the fiist place. A reconrnendation for social

wor]<

practitioners

and

69
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This study has provided a foundation upon which further research
i' '
could, and should, b€ built. A multitude of guestions have heen raised
:

throughout this study'. - questions which can be the caf,alysts of future
I

research.

specificalllr on the relationship between the
variables of sg}r and sibling,/non-sihling groups rrith other variables,
is one area not addressed in-depth in this study and which may be of
Research focused

interest. A study which addressed the characteristics of the social
'wor]<ers .l.rho worlc in bhe field of special needs adoptions
specifically, the characteristics of racer s€xr length of time in the
prograrn, and r-mderstanding

to

some

interesting results

of children's

diagnoses

- vould li]<ely

read

-

Finatly, lrhat this researcher belleves is the priority for further
study in this area centers on rrrhat rras the initial motivation for tlis
study. E6mining the mental
diagnoses upon children

in

and emotional impact

of labels

and

out-of-home placementr 3s l'1e11 as the

potential irnpact of these labels,/diagnoses

upon

various out-of-home

is a worthy and necessary r:ndertaking for future
researcl:, This research study has shown that the children in the

placernents outcomes,

sample have many diagnoses and have been

labelled as lre1I-

Not'r,

research should focus on horr this irnpacts the children, and their
out-of-home placement oqperienc€sr

particularly, their

experiences

with ',raiting for an adoptive f amily.
In conclusion, I believe that this research study was worth
conducting and has eticited some beneficial findings for social

worJ<

professionals, famil-ies, and children. Ttris research process has

beert

70

enlightening and educational for me and, hopefully, the findings of

this research will provide increased
needs adoption and r+ithin the

lanowledge

entire social

in the area of special

rarork

field.

fhlrl.e l-1 ege grcn4, reenesentaticms

of Children
n = 70

Age Group Breakdo'wns

in the

Samp1e

PERCH\MAGE

AGE

(r{rJtffiER)

04

21.4%

59

c.A 2

(ls)
(:a

10

14

15

18

)1

1

q

(16)

L.4
(1)
10CIfl"

(70)

Table l -Z Ss repnresentatims
Sex Breal<downs of Ctrildren
in the SamPle 11 = 70
FEMALE

44.fl"

},IALE

55.7
(3e)

(sr1

100%

(70

)

Ihlr1e 1-3 Hace gtrot4l refresentaEim-s
Race GrouP Brea]<dorrns of Children
in the SamPle n - 70
J

AFRICAI{ AI'{M.ICAI'T

45.7%
(32 )

A}4ERICAI{ INDIAN

11

.4
(8)

A*SIAN A},IERICA}[

BTRACIAL

17.1
(12)

CAUCA,SIAI{

25.7
(18)

HISPAIVIC/T,ATINO

OTT{ER

100fl.

(70)

Tab1e

2,3 C\rrent permnenqf Pl.an

Current Permanenry Plans of Children
in the SamPIe n = 7O
IfNTTEEI,T FOSTER

C.qRE

tr 10/
J.
t/o

(4)
91.4

ADOPTION

(o+1
LEGAL

1.4
(1)

CT]STODY

1.4
(1)

OTHER

LOW"

(70)

thhJ.e

2.4

pemanenqr

p1acwrt Yith siblings

with Siblings among
Children in the Sample n - 70

Permanenry Pl-acement

PI,ACED WITTI STBLINGS

60.ry"

NOT PLACED WITH SIBLINGS

38.6

(42)
(27

UNKNO!^]N

)

1.4
(1)
100fl"

(70

)

I-ength

5

Tab].e

of tire in orrt+f-hm placwemt

:

of Tirne in Out-of-Home and Continuous
Out-of-Home Placernent for Chi ]dren in the

Length

Sample n

-

70

FIRST

EIATERED

o.o.H.P. *

0

6

7

12

13

1,4%

1.4

4.3

-J

.L

7.L

- 3 1AS.

4.3

4.3

3 ]MS.

85.7

82.9

100/"

10Ofl"

MOI'ffl{S

24 MONTHS

MORE TT{AI{

*

o.o.H,P. *

L.4%

MOI\ITHS

25 MoS.

COIVTINUOUS

O.O.H.P. = out-of-home placement

lbble 2.6

Number

of placwnts represented bry age lpolrys

Average Nunber of Placements as Represented within
Various Age Groups arnng Chi ldren in the Sample
(

a-4 5-9 10-14
n=l5 ) (n=38) (n=16)

SHELIIER CARE

0.5

1.5

z.l

FOSTER CARE

1.3

1.9

3.9

FOSTER CARE

0

0.s

1.4

PREADOPTIlE

0.7

0.7

DISRUPTSD
PREADOHTIYE

0

0.1

DISRITIITED

15-18
n=l

n=70

)

6.0
4.0

1.5

2.3
0.6

0.8

3.0
1 .0

0.4

0

0.r

0.7

Table 2.7 l{rmber of placwr.t's represented by race

of

Average Nr-rmber

Placements as Represented

Various Racial Groups

among

Cftildren in the

AFRAM AMIND

BIRAC

CAUC

(n=32) ( n=8) (n=l2) (n= 18)

SHffi,TER
FOSTER

CARE

DISRT]P{TED

Sample
n=70

?.3

I

.3

I

,7

1

.5

2.0 2.5

2

-9

2

-2

2

-3

1

CARE

within

.3

0.5

0.8

0-

9

0.6

0.6

PREADOPTT\m 0.5

1.1

0-8

0.8

0-7

0.03 0.3

0.4

0-1

0-1

FOSTER

CARE

DISRUHTED

PREADOPTilTE

Table 2.8 Length of tirrp arrailahle and raiting for adop'Eive resourcE
Average Length of Time Available and Waiting for an Adopt,ive
Resource by Age and Race alnong Children in the Sample
AGE

7.7 months

0-4
(n=15

)

12.9 months

5-9
n=38

(

)

28.3 months

10-14
(n=16

)

36.0 months

15-18

(n=l

)

HACE

16,4 months

AFRA}4
(

n=32

)

17

AI,tt}ilD

(n=8

.5 mc'nths

)

22,5 months

BTRAC

(n=12

)

9.6 months

CAUC

(n=18
n=70

)

L6.2 months

Thble 3. 1 frequetxry o,f diagnoses represented by

aEe

Percentages,, gf Diagnoses Reported bY Age GrouPs
among Ctri ldren in the Sample 11 = 70

0-4 5-9
) (n=38 )

(n=15

Antisocial

15-18

10-14
(n=16

)

(n=I

)

Personal itY

r Deficit
, Attention
Disorder'... 6.7
Altention Deficit
Disorder-Hlperact,ivity" - - ; 6 -7
Disorder. ..

31 .6

Autism. . . .

Brain InjurY.r.'

Cerebral PalsY..
Chronic t"tredical

Conditiorl....20.0

Conduct Disordef.. Depressive Disorder- ., .
Developmental De1aY. r - -20.0
Hnot i onal,/Behavi ora I
Distr-trbance. . . r33 -3
Failure to Thrive 13-3
Fetal Alcohol Effect - - . r 26 -7
Fetal Alcohol S1mdrome...- 6,7
Hearing ImPair=nent. - - - 6 -7

Organic Mental

u'l

2.e

-.

Menlal Retardation. . . .
Oppositional Defiant
Disordef' .. t

25.0

7.9

a1 5

34

50.0

9
23. 7
Z. 6

Ctremicals. . . .60.0
Reactive Attachment
Disorder.... 6.7
SCrizoPtrrenia. - - .
Seizure Disorder.-- - 6-7
Speech InrPairment. . - - 13 -3
Terminal Medical

0

11
LLtJ

tr

18

.8

100

Jo ?

I

6.;

r00

2.6
2.6
tr?

18.8

6. ;
1r)
LL.

5

18.4

25 0

36,8

31.3

1a

-l

=r.:

R;
1?
LJtL 1

t?.5

Conditioll.

...
Slmdrome- - . -

Tourette' s
Visual ImPairment.--Other. . . .40.0

100
100

E

- 18.4

Disorder.. .
PersonalitY Disorder..., Physical llrPairment-' - - 13.3
Post-Trar:matic Stress
Disorder, . .
Prenatal t<Posure to

18. ;

10.5
10.5
31.6

r8.4
18.4

a1

?

100

table 3 -Z

of diagnoses representd by r:ace

E.reqr:enry

Percentages of Diagnoses Reported by Racial Groups
among Children in the Sample n = 7A
ATRAI\,I

AI'{IND

BIRAC

n=32

(n=8)

(n=12

(

)

CAUC
)

(n=18

)

Autisocial PersonalitY

Disorder ....
Atlention Deficit
Disorder r e. .
Attention Deficit
Disorder-Hlrperactivity . . .,25 -0
Autism . t..
Brain InjuqY .-.Cerebral PalsY ...- 3-f

11.1
37. 5
L2. 5

76.'7

Chronic Medical

Condition -'..- 9.4
9.4

Conduct Disorder

Depressive Disorder . r . . ot
Develogxnental DelaY . . . . 9.4
Emot i onat,/Behavi ora

I

Disturbance
Failure to Thrive

L2.5
12.5
25.0
75 .0

....28.1

50.0

...a

LL,

Fetal Llcohol Effect
Fetal Alcohol Slmdrome

L2.5

Hearing Impairment .... 3"1
Mental Retardation .. +. 3.1
Oppositional Defiant
OA
Disorder
Organic Mental
Disorder
Personality Disorrier
Physical Impairment' .... 6.3
Post-Trar-:matic Stress
Disorder .... 3r1
Prenatal E<trrcsure to
Chemicals . . . .37.5
Reactive Attachment
Disorder ,...L2.5
a

a

a

a

J.

L

J

75.0
L2.5
L?.5
50.0

25.0

SchizoPhrenia
Speech ImPairment
Terminal Medical

....
....

9.4
3.1

33
?q .0

I .J?

1r.1
5.6
16.7
44.4
50. 0
16. 7
33. a

8 2

5

16

.7

L6

:
.7

16, 7

5.6
5.6
11.1

J I.J

t6.7

27 .8

62.5

33 .3

38.9

12"5
11
tr
LLtJ

25.0

38 .9

aaaa

Seizure Disorder

16 7
25 0
?q 0

22.2

B. ;

50.0 L6.7

r1.l

?tr 0

38. I

Condition

Tourette's

Slmdrome

aaaa

Visua1 ImPairment r. r.Lg.8
Other r...15.6

5

33

;

Table 3.3 l$rmbers of diagnoses, labe1s, artd senrices

of

Diagnoses, Labels, and Special
Senrices Being Received by Age and Race

Average Ntrmbers
among

Ctrildren in the SamPIe n =

.DTAGNOSES

LABELS

7A

SERVICES

AGE

0-4
n=15

(

1q

0.9

3.4

3.0

L.7

JrLJ

4.4

2.O

5.0

6.0

4.0

.L. J

2.4

1n

)

5-9
(n=38

)

10-14
(

2.8

n=16

)

15-r8
(n=t)
RACE
AFRA}-{
(

n=32

)

6"1

A},{I}ID

(n=8

ht

2q

)

22
J.J

BIRAC

(n=IZ

)

CAUC

(n=18

n=70

1.5

4.2

?A

1.6

3.4

3.1

1.6

)

:. SPECIAL NEEDS ADOPTION :
CTIARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN 14HO WAIT
. FORM-you are invited to participate in a research study lfrrich witt
examine the cha.ract,eristics of child who are wards of the State of
Minnesola, receiving guardianship services vithin the Hermepin County
Ctrildren and FamiLy Ser.rices Department Adcption Program. You were
selected as a possible participant because you are the social r+orJ<er
assigned to a portion of the guaro'ianship cases uhich are being
reviewed as part of this study. We aslc that fcru read this form and
ast< any qu=stions hefore agreeing to te in t.he study, ftris study is
heing conducted by Sandra K. Taytor Nelson, Ir{aster of Social Worlt
student at Augsburg Cc11ege, Itinneapolis'
Ttre purTose of thi s research is tc determine what characteristics
are cornmon among a population of children ,,r ith oFen cases in the
Adoption Program, including de.mcEraphic, out-of-home placement, and

special needs information.
ippro-r.l has been obtained from Hargaret Lonergan, Division Manager,
wnilfr a11ows me tc access dat,a included in gn:ardianship case records
for the pr:rpose cf this research. If you agiree to participate in this
resea-rch, ycu ruill he as]<ed to do the follolving : (1) ne arrailable,
at a time lo t'e scheduled 1ater, to anEr,'Ier follor,t-up questions
regarding case record inforrnatior: wtrich the researcher r'ras unable to
.

Iolate independently; and (2) to answer two questions p€r cds€r based
upon your experiences with tl:at case. YOUR ENTIRE CASEIflAD WIIL NCff
BE INCLI]DED IN THIS *qTUDY. OhIt,Y OI{E-TI{IRD OF YOI]R

C:ASELOAD

hTLL

BE

Titr STUDY SA},IPLE.
nc erpected risl<s to you should you cc,nserrt to participate
are
fhere
Ycur parbicipation is complet'ely voluntary- If , dt any
study.
in thi*c
lhe
studi, you ,eish to termina.te your iruolveme'nt in Ehe
dur-ing
time
yotr
feel free Lo Co so, Your decision whether or nct t'o
shoutd
study,
participate ,sii11 nc,t affect your current, or future relations;hip trith
eugsburg College or the Hernepin County Children and Family Services

PAET CE

Department F..dcPtion Frogram'
The records oi this *ctudy vi11 be )rept prirrote. Your name will not
ba pr:,h1ished in the research report, and case numbers will be used to
iaent.ify Ehe srar.trl1e cnly <iuring the data collection process - ^L11 data
collection materials witl he destroyeci no tater than July L,
lgg4. Only the researcher lriIl have access to the data collect,ion
f oEf's.
Thre researcher

conducting this study is Sandra K. Nelson- Please ask
any questions lffrich you now have. If you have guestions at a later
t ime, , ptease ccntact the researcher at 348-8214 (daytime ) or t'he
thes is adrri sor , Rosemary Link , dt 3 30- 1 147 '

* I

have read the abcve infomat ion . I have as]<ed questior,rs and have
received anstrers. I consent to parLicipte in the st'udy.
Da

Sign ature

Signatr.rre
Date

of investigator

I

wiJ.l ba used' co coJ'recE

clClua-

rrv*r

:::,.r ,.
l" used ro isk social Iworker!
rhis =;; ;;;-;iii
rn ad.dirion,
workers .: '
f,orlow-uP questions ;; ;';;==;ty and. to ask social

Ehis'form

questions L7 and' I8.

CAS

,nate

E#

C0LT,ECTION FORM/

IHTERYIEI{ GUIDE: Guardiansh'ip Cases
,,;
:

(

I ) AGE AT LAST, BTETHDAY t-

(2) SEX: Male (,' )' Fenale (
(3

) RACE: African American
American Indian
Asian American
'Q'ir=nia'l
!I'!gvrs*

(4

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

CURRENT PLACEMENT STATUS

)

()
Hispanic,/Latino rl
o therCauca's i an

I

()
Foster care
Long-term foster care ()
()
Shelter care
()
Lega1 custodY
()
Preadopt ive
()
F inal i z ed ad,oPt i on
n+har
v vllE*

WITII SIBLINGS? YES il
(5

)

NO il

',

I\TSI'IEER

PLAN:' Long-term f oster care ()
()
Adopt i on
()
Legal custodY
Other
I{E'MBER
NO il
YES il

CURRENT PERI'fI|I{E}ICT

,.

WITII STBLINGS?
(6

) CIIILD FIRST ENTERED oUT-0F-IIoME PLACEMENT:
( ) less than 6 months ago
( ) 7 to L2 months ago
( ) 13 to 24 months ago
( ) ?5 months to 3 Years ago
( ) more than 3 Years ago

(7) CHILD HAS BEIN: IN CONTTNUOUS OUT-OF-HOI{E
FOR: ( ) Iess than 6 months

(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

PLACEMENT

7-L'2. months
L3-24 months

25 months to three Years
more than 3 years

I ) Total number of shelter foster care placements:

(9) Total number of foster care placements:
(tO1 Total number of disrupted foster care placements:(

I1 ) Total numher of preadoptive placements:

(LZ) Total numher of disrupted preadoptive placements !(

13) If adoption is the permanency p1an, Iength of time
child has been avaitabte and waiting for an adoptive
resource

!

(

ra

1

CHILD HAS EENi.I .DTESi{OSED WITH:
:

( ) Antisocial-Personality
Disorder
( ) Attention'Peficit
Disorder
( ) Attention Def ici t Di sorder
vith Hyperactivity
() Aut i sm
( )' Erain inj ury
() Cerebral Palsy
() Chronic medical condition ( specify )
() Conduct Disorder
() Depress ive Di sorder
() Developmental De1ay
() Emot iona1,/Behavioral Di sturbance
() Failure To Thrive
() Fetal Alcohol Effect
() Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
() Hearing impairment
() Mental Retardation
() Oppositional Defiant Disorder
() Organic Mental Disorder
() Personality Disorder
() Physical impairment (specify)
() Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
() Prenatal Exposure To Chemicals
() Reactive Attachment Disorder
() Schi zophreni a
() Seizure disorder
() Speech impairment
() Terminal medical condition (specify)
() Tourette's Syndrome
() Visual impairment
() O t,her
() Other

( 15

)

CTIILD ' S BEHAVIOR/CONDIT]ON HAS BEEN LAEELLED THE
FoLLowrNG r'w rproRTS To sEEK PLACEMENT RESouRCES

(such as in the Minnesota Waiting Children's book or
in f oste.r care ref erral f orms ) :
() Pass ive
() Aggress iv,e
() Runner
() Assaultive
() SeIf-injurious
() C oca i ne / cr aci< b abY
() Sexual Acting Out
() Depres sed
() Sexually Active
() Firesetter
() Suicidal
() tlyperactive
() Wi thdrawn
() Noncomp I i ant
() Other
() Other
(16) WIIICH OF THE FOLLOWING SER,YICES, SPECIFIC TO TIIEIR GIYEN
LABEL/DIAGNOSIS, IS THIS CHILD RECEIYING:

( ) Mental llealth Services
speci fy
( ) Hedical Services
6nar*i
t/Lb

L7

t:, €v

.

( ) Special Educational Services
Er-larri

avbg+-,

ftr

( ) other

( 17

)

BASED UPON TIIE INFoRI'IATION YoU RECEIVED ABoUT
ANy DISRUPTION(S), HOW WOULD YoU DESCRIBE WIIAT TI{E

PRECTPITATING FACTORS WERE ?

( 1g

)

iIor.r wouLD yOU DESCBTBE TIIE TMPACT ( rr ANY ) mtrcg
THE CIIILD' S LABELS/UreeuosES IIAS HAD 0N THEIR oUT-OF-IIOME

OVERALL

,

PLACEMENT OUTCOHES?

Hennep 111 eount Y
a

An

Opponuniry Em

James M. Bourey, County Administrator

Sandra K" I'lel son
3945 Perry Ave. N.
Ro

bbi nsdal e , [-4N. 55+22

I,larch 14 , 1994

This letter is in response to your request for approva'l to
conduct your graduate thesis research within the Hennep'i n

r

County Children and Family Services Department Adoption
Program. Copies of your application to the Augsburg College
Institutional Review Board and your data c0llection form
have been reviewed by the necessary people w"ithin the agency,
and you have received approval to conduct your researgh as

outlined in the

Si ncerel

IRB aPPjication.

y,
I

I

ttu

gdn, L i

Mar g

Division

r#r tl

[4anager

Children & Family Services Department
Heairh Services Building - Level 6 MC-955
525 Portland Avenue Soutir
Minneirpolis, Minnesota 5 54 I 5'1569

FAX: j+8-i682 TDD: l48'3lz+

Reclcled PaPer

,+UGSBIJRG

C.O.L.L.E.G.E
March 21, 1994
Sandra K. Nelson
3945 PenT Avenue N.
Robbinsdale, MN 554?2
Dear Ms: Nelson:
t am pleased to inform you that your
As Chairperson of tre Augsburg lnstlfutional Revieur Board,
outcomm for children in out+fttome
research application, The effects of labeis and diagno$es on
proceed witr your dah collection'
placement' has received approval. Witir this approval, you may
please alert tre IRB to sudt $angesIf tre project requires modification during daE coilec'tion,

Your IRB approval number for fris proiect

is: 9+4+1

Good luck with Your research-

Sincerefy,

,r[r*

St*b

Ph.D.
Nancy Steb
Chairperson
Augsb urg lnstitufi'onal Review Board

(612) 330-1000'Fax (612) 330-1649
2211 Hiverside Avenue. Minneapolis, MN 55454'Tel.
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